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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Perception In Relation to Early School Learning

The perplexing problems of reading disability and the particular

difficulties of the young school child, in learning to read, have promp

ted this investigation of the efficacy of a newly available group of 

tests of visual perception. The purpose, particularly, is to assess the 

predictive value of this group of tests for reading achievement in the 

f irs t grade school child, since perceptual skill or ability appears to 

play an important role in early school learning.

and how the school can anticipate or predict the children who will re

quire special help to work out these problems of learning, have been con

cerns of long standing for educators. Perhaps no area in the field of 

education has been the subject of more concentrated study and investiga

tion, from the turn of the century down to the present day, than has 

reading, in an effort to answer these and related problems. Teaching 

children to read was one of tho in itia l educational studies considered 

in earliest investigations and remains a matter of major concern; with 

the difference that in today's schools one of the chief emphases of ele

mentary education is on "reading to laam" rather than on "learning to 

read."'*' The importance of reading as a tool for further learning is in-

Why seme children encounter great difficulty in learning to read

1
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dieatod in the close relationship found between proficiency in reading

and school success in other subjects.

On the basis of experimental studies, i t  has been concluded that

a large number of factors may be associated with reading difficulties.

Por example, Malmquist̂ " found this true at the f irs t grade level, Robin-
o

son’s report notes this at other age levels as well. Intensive study 

of possible causes has ranged widely, from methods of teaching, age and 

mental maturity, physical deficiencies, poor diet, visual and auditory 

defects, problems of dominance and numerous others. Also various tech

niques have been used to try to predict the children who will or will 

not be able to achieve reading skills in the f irs t grade, e.g., teacher 

evaluations, reading readiness tests, tests of intelligence and the like. 

However, in spite of exhaustive investigations and experiments in meth

ods and techniques for improvement, many problems remain; the high per

centage of failure at the f irs t  grade level and the difficulty of predic

tion of which children will be able to achieve in reading by the end of 

their f irs t  year. Numerous studies can be cited to demonstrate the ex

tent of these problems.McDaid's (1950) study in the Detroit school

■*Eve Malmquist, 'Factors Related to Reading Disabilities in the 
First Grade of the Elementary School,” Almqvist and Wiksell, Stockholm,
1950.

^Helen M. Robinson, "Why Pupils Fail in Reading" (Chicago: Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 19U6).

■̂ Marion Monroe. "Children Who Cannot Read" (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1932).

^elen M. Robinson, op.

A. Traxler, "Research in Reading In The United States," Journal 
of Educational Research, h 2 , pp. U81-99.

^A. Traxler and A. Townsend, "Ei^it More Years of Research in
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system explored these probleans extensively

Recently, some interest has turned to the role, perception, par

ticularly visual perception, plays in the beginning learning of the 

young school child. The relationship between visual perception and 

reading ability has been studied by many investigators. The results of 

some research workers suggest that the role of perception may be partic

ularly critical at the pre-reading and early reading level, indicating 

that difficulties in perceiving may contribute to reading difficulties 

at the very outset of learning. However, information is s t i l l  limited 

and the subject seems to merit further investigation.

Review of Studies of Perception in 
Early School Learning

A number of the earlier studies, as: of Gates (1922 and 1926)j2,‘̂

Sister Mary of the Visitation (1929) Fendrick (193?) y* Sister Mary B.

Reading, Summary and Bibliography," Ed. Rec. Bulletin, 6U, N, Y.
7
M. D, Vernon, "Backwardness in Reading, A Study of Its Nature 

and Origin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19?7).

®P. Witty, "Factors Associated with the Etiology of Reading Dis
ability," Journal of Educational Research, 29, pp. Uh9-?9.

"hsimer William McDaid, "A Study of an Experimental Reading Read
iness Program in a Large City School System" (unpublished Doctoral dis
sertation, Wayne State University, 19?0).

2
Arthur I ,  Gates, "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling" 

(Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 129); (New York, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922).

 ̂ "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, In te lli
gence and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," Jour
nal of Educational Psych., XVII (October, 1926), pp. U33-ii?*

^Sister Mary of the Visitation, "Visual Perception in Reading 
and Spelling: A S tatistical Analysis" (Catholic University of America
Educational Research Bulletin), Vol. IV, No. 1 (Washington: Catholic Ed
ucation Press, 1^29).

-’Paul Fendrick, "Visual Characteristics of Poor Readers" (Teach-
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Rielan (19U0)̂ " and others explored the function and importance of visual 

perception in reading and spelling, using later elementary school chil

dren as their subjects. The majority of the tests used were paper and 

pencil tests requiring matching of words and le tte rs , discrimination of 

differences in words and le tte r  patterns and the like. A few non-verbal 

tests were used but because their correlations were low i t  was assumed 

that they were of l i t t le  value in defining the function of perceptual 

ab ilities involved in reading. However, there did appear to be some 

functional similarity between both types of te s ts . I t  was pointed out 

by Stroud (19U5) in a review of these studies that the differential 

practice effect of long familiarity with reading materials would have 

contributed to the higher correlations obtained with test materials of a 

verbal nature. He surmised, that for this reason, these te s t materials 

would give l i t t l e  added insi^vt into the nature of basic perceptual d if

ferences .

Several more recent studies have been concerned with visual per

ception in the learning of the beginning school child, most of them us

ing non-verbal materials; Potter (19lt9)^ studied relationships between

era College Contributions to Education, No. 658); (New York: Teachers
College, Columbia University, 193$).

^Sister Mary B. Fhelan, •Visual Perception in Relation to Vari
ance in Reading and Spelling” (Catholic University of America Bducation- 
al Research Monographs), Vol. XII, Nc. 3 (Washington: Catholic Educa
tion Press, l£UO;.

2
J. B. Stroud, "Role of Visual Perception As A Factor in Rate of 

Reading,” Journal Educational Psych., XXXVI (November, 19h5)> pp« 1*95-

Murlel Catherine Potter, "Perception of Symbol Orientation and 
Early Success in Reading (Teachers College Contributions to Education) 
No. 939; Bureau of Publications, Teachers College (Columbia, New York, 
191*8) » p. 5U.



perceptual te s ts ; as symbol orientation, and shape matching, with a 

group of 176 f irs t  graders and found these had the highest carrelation 

with reading achievement* However, she found low correlations between 

directional drawing and reading achievement and she suggested this might 

be interpreted as indicating that writing readiness may be somewhat slow-, 

er to develop than reading readiness.

Malmquist (I9f>8)  ̂was of the opinion that visual perception con

stituted important factors in the elementary reading process. He car

ried on a very comprehensive investigation with UOO f irs t  grade children 

in Swedish schools. He developed the perceptual tests used in his study. 

Because of the difference in response to different test materials he con

cluded that perception is not a unitary function or capacity which oper

ates uniformly for a ll kinds of data. Instead, he writes: ,rWe are in

clined to assume that visual perceptual ability is , to a great extent, 

specialized and varies with different type3 of material.”
ft

Goins (19^8) was interested in visual perception as a primary 

mental ability in line with Thurstone's-^*  ̂ studies in this area. Her in

vestigation was concerned with the problems at the f irs t grade level for 

a number of reasons: (1 ) i t  is generally conceded that accurate percep

tion is mare important when learning to read; (2 ) at this level the prac

tice differential pointed out ty some reviewers would not be present;

^Malmquist, op. c i t .,  p. 277*

^Jean Turner Goins, "Visual Perceptual Abilities and Early Read
ing Progress," (University of Chicago Press Supplementary Educational 
Monographs), No. 87, February, 195>87 Chicago.

^L. L. Thurstone, "Primary Mental Abilities" (Psychometric Mono
graphs), No. 1; (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1^38), p. Ull.

k "A Factorial Study of Perception" (Psychometric Mon
ographs), No. U ; (Chicago: University of Chicago Press , l^Uij, pp. 125-
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and (3 ) i t  has been postulated that there is a possibility of difference 

of organization of mental tra its  at this developmental level. Goins 

tested 120  f irs t  grade children with several standard tests and some un

published perceptual tests developed by Dr. Thelma Gwinn Thurstone.

Goins noted that the scores on pattern copying and reversals of the read

iness test and the combined perceptual scores correlated most highly 

with reading achievement and she fe lt could be used as predictors of 

later success in reading. Factor analysis was used to determine car,mon 

factors underlying the correlations. She reported that there was a wide 

range of perceptual abilities and varying degrees of competence in per

ception as noted in her study group.

Simpson (1960)  ̂ studied the test data on hh& f ir s t  grade cliil- 

dran and found Matching, Numbers, and Copying subtests of the Metropoli

tan Readiness Test and the Quantitative and Space subtests of the Prima

ry Mental Abilities Test correlated most highly with reading achievement. 

Simpson developed a program of visual and kinesthetic training which she 

used with one of two groups of children she selected from the large 

group tested. The children selected appeared not to be progressing as 

well in learning as their peers. Their scores on reading readiness sub

tests were average or above but scores in the Matching, I lumbers, and 

Copying subtests were low. At the end of the training period she found 

that the experimental group showed a statistically  significant gain in 

learning over the control group, confirming her hypothesis that training 

could improve perceptual function.

In each of these studies, reviewed here, the investigators den-

^Dorothy Margaret Simpson, “Perceptual Readiness and Beginning 
Reading" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Purdue University, I960).
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onstrated the importance of visual perception for the beginning reader 

and they indicated also that the subtests of the commonly used readiness 

tests that are presumed to test reading readiness appear not to be the 

best indicators of later reading achievement. A recent stucty by Karlin 

( 1 may be cited here. In tlie course of his study of physical 

growth and success in undertaking beginning reading with f i r s t  graders 

he carried out a correlation study of scores attained by cliildren in the 

Metropolitan Readiness Test and later reading achievement with the Gates 

Primary Reading Test No, 3. He concluded that i t  was virtually impos

sible to predict from the reading readiness test how well any child 

would do on the reading te s t. He suggested that there is need for de

velopment of valid instruments which schools can use to evaluate the

readiness levels that have been achieved by their pupils • In support of

2 3the effectiveness of the Readiness Test, Traxler's * studies should be 

considered. He found that results in use of the test varied greatly 

with the group, bringing to mind again the fact that has been confirmed 

in numerous investigations, that there are a number of factors involved 

in reading readiness, or in reading disability,

A further scrutiny of these studies of learning at the early e l

ementary school level suggests some other problems that merit considera

tion for further investigation, The perceptual tests vised in the studies

Robert Karlin, "Riysical Growth and Success in Undertaking Be
ginning Reading" (Doctoral dissertation, School of Education, New York 
University, 1955)*

2
Arthur E, Traxler, "Research in Reading in the U, S ,," Journal 

of Educational Research, h2, pp, 1*81-99*
•a
-'Arthur E. Traxler and A. Townsend, "Eight More Years of Re

search in Reading," Summary and Bibliography, Ed, Rec, Bull,, 6U, N* Y,
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cited here, included reversals, imatching items, identifying items, copy- 

ing, completing designs, speed of perception and a number of others.

The perceptual tests prepared by Dr. Thelma Qwinn Thurstone had been de

veloped for use with five and six year olds. Age norms or standardiza

tion were not mentioned for the other perceptual materials used, some of 

them specially prepared for their studies. In conjunction with this 

some other points might be considered:

1. There appears to be very l i t t le  base-line data on the normal 
growth of perceptual ability in the young child and there are 
few tests of perception with normative data and no simple group 
tests suitable for use with the young school child.

2. Testing instruments do not. differentiate among the various per
ceptual ab ilities .

3. In the studies reviewed, no attempt, for purposes of learning, 
has been made to differentiate between aspects of visual percep
tion.

U. Little or no emphasis has been given, in these studies, to what 
the implications for education may be for the child who has some 
visual perceptual dysfunction in one or more aspects.

Underlying these problems, of course, is the rather limited 

knowledge available, at present, concerning the various aspects of per

ception that appear to contribute to the young school child's learning.

A visual perception test that appears to meet some of these 

problems has been developed recently by Dr. Marianne Frostig^ and pres

ently is being evaluated by further research. Dr. Frostig, as she com

ments in her publications, states that during the course of considerable 

time working with children with a variety of learning problems, she ob

served that difficulties in perception were not infrequent. She became

^Marianne Frostig, D. VJelty Lefever and John R. B. Whittlesey,
"A Developmental Test of Visual Perception for Evaluating Normal and 
Neurologic ally Handicapped Children,” Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1961,
12, pp. 383-9U.
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convinced that a number of areas could be identified and that they de

veloped independently of each other. She noted that perceptual d iffi

culties became most apparent during the beginning school years, in kin

dergarten, f irs t  and second grades, which she suspected was the period 

when development of certain perceptual abilities were at their maximum. 

She surmised that some disturbance in these perceptual functions were 

factors contributing to learning difficulties. She was persuaded that 

different aspects of perception could be disturbed independently of 

each other in normal children as in children with some degree of recog

nized neurological disfunction*

She found some support for her observations from the studies of 

Cruickshank, Wedell, and others. The inference made earlier by Strauss 

and his co-workers that impairment of figure-ground discrimination was 

the underlying cause of a ll perceptual impairment in brain-injured chil

dren was studied by Cruickshank, Bice and Wallen (1957).^ Their studies 

indicated that a notion of general impairment was not supported by their 

findings* The perceptual functions in individual cerebral palsy chil

dren were disturbed in varying degrees; figure-ground perception was not
2 1necessarily impaired. Wedell (1959 and I960), a British Psychologist, 

studied several groups of cerebral palsy children with different -types 

of involvement and a control group of non-brain-in,-jured children. His

^William M. Cruickshank, Harry V. Bice, and Norman E. Wallen, 
"Perception and Cerebral Palsy"; (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,
1957.

^K. Wedell, "The Visual Perceptions of Cerebral Palsy Children," 
Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry, Vol. 1, No, 3, I960, pp. 
215-2?.

. "Variations in Perceptual Ability Among Types of 
Cerebral Palsy,"“"Cerebral Palsy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 3, I960.
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findings were similar to those of Cruickshank] no specific type of per-

deptual impairment was found to characterize cerebral palsy subjects,

1 2Frostig * reports that convinced of this theory and concerned 

with effective remedial training for children with learning problems, 

she began working on the development of a simple group test for use with 

young children. Her present test is in its  third revision and is avail

able for research purposes only. In her judgment, i t  will permit dif

ferential screening of perceptual functions at an early age. She selec

ted the aspects: eye-motor, figure-ground, form constancy, position-in-

space, and space relations, as the perceptual functions most essential 

at beginning school level. She describes her reasons:

These five visual perceptual abilities were chosen for a number 
of reasons. They are critical for the acquisition of school learn
ing. They affect the total organism to a much greater degree than 
some functions, such as color discrimination and pure tone discrim
ination. They develop relatively early in life . They are frequent
ly disturbed in children diagnosed as neurological.ly handicapped. 
They are suitable for group testing and we have observed that train
ing in these areas is very frequently successful.3

Frostig^ observed that in "the five areas of visual perception 

tested, a clear evidence of age progression was found from three years 

up to about seven and one-half years but with l i t t le  development shown

Marianne Frostig, D. Welty Lefever and John R. 13. Whittlesey,
"A Developmental Test of Visual Perception for Evaluating Normal and 
Neurologic ally Handicapped Children," Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1961, 
12, pp. 383-9U.

2
. "Disturbances in Visual Perception," accepted for 

publication in the Journal of Educational Research.

3 . "Visual Perception in the Brain-Injured Child," sub
mitted for publication to the American Journal of Orthopsychiatry.

k "Perceptual Ability and School Adjustment in Kinder
garten and Primary Grades," presented at the December, 1961 California 
State Psych. Assn.
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after that age. This finding, she noted, is in accord with that of Pis- 

get"*" who fcrund that at about seven years of age the cognitive ( i.e ., in

tellectual) functions become predominant. For this reason, she feels, 

the test is more indicative of perceptual learning problems when used at 

the kindergarten or f irs t grade level, though i t  may be effectively used 

with older children.

Interest in the possibilities promised by this test prompted 

this study to evaluate the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a possible 

predictor of the early learning of the elementary school child.

Specific Statement of the Problem

Discriminating use of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests would 

imply some understanding of the perceptual abilities Frostig has included 

in her tests. I t  would imply, also, seme knowledge of the role each of 

these perceptual abilities plays in the early learning of the young 

school child. Aside from Frostig* s cwn limited publications on this sub

ject, the literature on the developing role of perception in the young 

child is rather widely scattered. For this reason i t  seemed appropriate 

to precede the proposed investigation by a review of literature 011 the 

contribution of visual perception to the beginning learning skills of the 

young child. Thus this study, as planned, divided itse lf into two main 

tasks: Part 1, a review of literature on the function of visual percep

tion in the young childj and Part 2, investigation of the Frostig Visual 

Iterceptual Tests as a possible predictor of reading achievement in a 

group of firs t grade children.

■̂ Jean Piaget, "The Origins of Intelligence in Children," The In
ternational Universities Press, Inc., Transl., Margaret Cook, 19*>2.
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Part 1. Review or Literature in Visual Perception 
Related £o the learniig of the Young ScKool Child

The review of literature endeavored to bring together and to try 

to synthesize the information available on the five aspects of perceptu

al abilities Frostig postulates as essential for early school learning. 

During the review, references were scanned for any information about the 

implications for learning in the presence of any dysfunction of these 

perceptual ab ilities. Perhaps a restatement of F ros t ig 'ana lys is  of 

the five aspects of perception she considers important for the child may 

indicate something of the scope of the review. The five abilities are: 

eye-motor, figure-ground, form constancy, position-in-space, and space 

relations. These she describes in term© of the types of problems a 

young child encounters in pre-reading and early reading.

Subtest Eye-Motor

E '̂e-motor coordination is a test of motor sk ill and requires the 

ability to coordinate vision with movements of the body or parts of the 

body• Controlled eye movements are necessary for reading. Eye-hand co

ordination is necessary for writing sk ills .

Subtest Figure-Ground
O

Frostig*- describes figure-ground ability in this fasliion:

The figure is that part of the field of perception wiiich is the 
center of the observer's attention. When the observer shifts his 
attention to something else, the new focus of attention becomes the 
•figure’ and the previous 'figure' recedes in to the 'ground. 1

i4arianne Frostig, D. Tfelty Lefever, and John R. 33. Uhitlesey,
"A Developmental Test of Visual Perception for Evaluating Normal and neu
rologic ally Handicapped Children,1' Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1961, 12, 
p p . 3C3-9U*

2
. "Disturbance in Visual Perception," accepted for pub

lication in the Journal of Educational Research.
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She main tax i its that an object cannot be accurately perceived un

less i t  is perceived in relation to its  11 ground.1' Unless the child can 

learn to focus on the ••figure*' lie has difficulty keeping and finding his 

place and tends to respond to any stimuli rather than the appropriate 

one, causing difficulties in analysis of words, plirases, e tc ., as well 

as keeping his place.

Subtent Form Constancy

Perceptual constancy refers to the fact that an object is per

ceived as having invariant properties, such as shape, brightness, etc. 

Frostig^ believes that perception of constancy of form develops out of 

perception of shape itse lf . A child must be familiar with a shape be

fore he can recognize i t  when i t  is presented differently. She conjec

tures that:

A child with poorly developed constancy is not only likely to be 
made anxious by the general unreliability of appearances in lain 
world; he will have major difficulties in academic learning. Al
though he may learn to recognize a number, le tte r , or word when he 
see3 i t  in a particular form or context, he may be quite unable to 
recognize the same symbol when i t  is presented differently. He ap
pears to have forgotten what he had learned.

Subtest Position-In-Space

This ability may be described as the perception of an object in 

relation to the observer; a person is always the center of his own world 

and experiences objects as being behind, before, beside, or above him

self. The child having difficulty with position-in—space perception is 

likely to have problems with reversals or rotations of le tte rs , numbers 

or words; with mirror writing and problems of a like nature, making 

learning difficult for him.

^Marianne Frostig, D. Welty Lefever, and John R. B. Whittlesey,
op. c it.



Subtest Space Relations

Frostig^ defines spatial relationships as a complicated process; 

i t  includes the perception of the position of objects in relation to the 

observer as well as to each other. I t  has sone similarity to figure- 

ground perception in that both abilities involve perception of relation

ships. In Figure-ground the visual field is divided into two parts, a 

prominent and a recessive part. Whereas, in space relations any number 

of different parts may be seen in relation to each other. All the ele

ments of pattern vision are involved in perception of space relations, 

as visualisation, visual memory, sequence, order and the like. Diffi

culties for the young child, in this area, may lead to problems of per

ceiving, as the sequence of letters or words, or in relation of parts to 

the whole, as in model building, etc.

The second part of this study dealt with the investigation of 

the use of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a predictor of later 

reading achievement in the young cliild.

Part 2. A Study- of the Frostig Visual Perceptual 
Tests As a Predictor of keading Achievement 

in a Group a£ ? irs t Grade children

This second part of the study proposed to explore, through cor

relational analysis, the basic relations between measures of perceptual 

and achieved learning in a random sample of 1 00  school children at the 

f irs t  grade level. The measures to be used wore the Frostig Visual Per

ceptual Tests and as criteria, the Metropolitan Readiness Test and a 

Reading Achievement Test, Teacher Evaluation Ratings in School Adjust

ment and Learning and Kindergarten and First Grade Draw-A-Figure tests.

h b ld .
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To aid in interpreting the correlation analysis findings a factor analy

sis was planned to discover in the data the functional unities and their 

nature.

Based on the assumption that the Frostig Visual Perception Tests 

and the criteria tests (as noted) were valid for their purposes, hypoth

eses were set up to serve as a means of critical evaluation of results 

observed and as a possible guide in further investigation*^- Specifical

ly, the hypotheses were formulated to test the predictive value of the 

Frostig Visual Perception Tests as a measure of perceptual and later 

reading achievement.

The Hypotheses to be Tested

The hypotheses postulated were considered for the findings of 

the correlation analysis and the factor analysis.

A. Hie Hypotheses for the Correlation Analysis

The hypotheses for the correlation analysis were tested against
corresponding sta tistical null hypotheses. I t  was postulated
that:

1. Hie Frostig Visual Perceptual tests scores will show signif
icant relationships with the Metropolitan Readiness Test 
confirming the importance of visual perception in beginning 
reading.

2. The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests scores will show signifi
cant correlations with later success in reading as evidenced 
by significant relationships with the Reading Achievement 
Test.

3. The Frostig Visual Perception Tests scores will show signifi
cant correlations with the Teacher Evaluation Ratings in 
School adjustment and Learning confirming the hypothesis that 
visual perceptual skill is important in school adjustment and 
learning.

U. The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests scores will show signifi
cant correlations with the Draw-a-Figure Tests for kindergar-

1C. V. Good, "Introduction to Educational Research11 (New York: 
Appleton, Century, Crofts, Inc.), 1959, p. 138.
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ten and first grade levels , coiii’i.r;:dng the i»,'pothes.is thet 
visual perception in important in predictin'' the child's 
mental maturity and readiness for learning.

B. The Hypotheses for tlie Factor Analysis

I t  was anticipated tliat the findings of the factor analysis 
would aid in summarising and interpreting the findings of the 
correlation analysis by indicating the underlying unities pres
ent in the 22 test variables. For this reason i t  was hypothe
sized that:

1* The factor analysis would result in fewer factors than 22,
the number of test variables.

2. The factor analysis would indicate one or more unique fac
tors in the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests.

3. The factor analysis would find one or more factorial rela
tionships common between the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests 
and the criteria tests, the Metropolitan Readiness and Read
ing Achievement Tests, the Teacher Evaluation Ratings and 
tlie Draw-a-Figure Tests.

Methodology of the Stucfy 

Hiis investigation, as planned, was divided into two main tasks, 

Rart 1, the review of literature cm aspects of perception as used in the 

Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests, and Part 2, a stucfy of the value of the 

Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a predictor of reading achievement 

with a group of f irs t grade children.

Part 1. Procedures Followed in the Review of Literature 

A tentative survey of literature was undertaken, in itia lly , to 

provide a working frame of reference for the five aspects of visual per

ception Frostig uses in her tests. At the very outset i t  became evident 

that this would be no simple task for a number of reasons, e.g.s

1. Reference materials were very widely scattered in the literature 
of many disciplines.

2. Some research appeared inconclusive or contributed l i t t le  to the 
problem being considered.
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3. Not infrequently references did not differentiate between the 
various aspects of perception, all perception wan lumped togeth
er.

Other factors also contributed to the difficulties of selecting 

out materials relevant to the problem. A great deal of the research in 

perception has been done with adults and is of a non-veridical nature. 

Research on tlie function of perception in the learning in early child

hood has been quite limited.

Another difficulty that increased the problem of evaluating ref

erence material was the rather vague concept or definition of perception 

that appears not uncommonly in the literature. Ammonŝ - commented on 

this problem. He noted that:

A survey of the literature showed that although the concept of 
'perception* is widely used in psychology and supposedly refers to 
something important; i t  has many different meanings, often overlap
ping and confused.

Fifteen different general meanings were identified and illus

trated by quotations from current lite r at lire. Ammons' study was in psy

chological literature, the same may well be true in the literature of 

education, though no study similar to Ammons' for education was found.

At the outset, the search for reference materials attempted to 

follow a pattern of review of periodicals, year by year. However, this 

appeared to be an unproductive use of time and attention was turned to 

stucty of other sources of information. Good̂  and numerous other authors 

writing on research procedures give suggestions for documentary research.

^R. B. Ammons, "Experiential Factors in Visual Farm Perception: 
A Review and Formulation of Problems," Journal of Genetic Psychology, 
195U, OU, pp. 3-25>.

^C. V. Good, "Introduction to Educational Research" (Now York: 
Appleton, Century, Crofts, Inc., 1959), Chap. 5.
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With the tremendous increase in numbers of periodicals, reference to the 

various guides becomes almost imperative. The Educational Guide, Psy

chological Abstracts and Annual Revlon; of Psychology, Encyclopedia of Ed

ucational Research, Review of Educational Research, Dissertation Ab

stracts, listings of dissertations in the Fhi Delta Kappan and others 

were carefully scanned for subjects related to perception in children.

A considerable number cf items were obtained through inter-library loan 

service, and were reviewed.

In many instances one useful article, book or dissertation gave 

references to others of a similar kind. Thus, eventually, a large body 

of notes was collected. Then began the task of further screening out 

the references, particularly relevant for this investigation, limiting 

and differentiating materials related to the five aspects of visual per

ception under study. No claim is made that this is an exhaustive review 

of literature but i t  is hoped tliat i t  may be considered a setting or 

frame of reference for this investigation of Frostig Visual Perceptual 

tests. Fterhaps, i t  might be categorized as a dimension of one domain of 

the taxonojry of educational objectives.^-

One fact that is quite striking is the almost oomplete lack of 

reference in the literature to tlie problems of learning and the implica

tions for education in the presence of some perceptual dysfunction. 

Frostig's publications are among the very few references found that make 

sxry effort to recognize and deal with these problems, with the exception 

of the rather extensive work with children diagnosed as brain-injured. 

This would appear to be an area in need of considerable research.

■̂ Benjamin S. Bloom, ed., "Taxonorry of Educational Objectives" 
(New Yorks Longmans, Green, & Co., 195&).
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Part 2. Procedures Followed In the Investigation 01" 
the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a Predictor 

of Reading Achievement with a Group of 
First Grade Children

The city selected far the stucty was one that was readily acces

sible for study which aided in the collection of data which had to be 

done over a period of a few weeks.

A. The Sample

It was felt  that an unselected sample, fairly representative but not 

necessarily of any special grouping, as socio-economic status, in

telligence or other characteristic would provide a suitable stucty 

group. I t  was felt that the random selection would tend to provide 

a range of reading ability as well as a range in perceptual compe

tence.

The group for the study were from the 25° children in grade IA in 

one school system selected on as random a basis as possible* One 

hundred eleven children on whom complete data were compiled, made up 

the final stucfcr group. Table 1 indicates the age, sex, and race 

characteristics of the study group.

Initially, the examiner tested a small group of children (32) at the 

beginning first  grade level. A part of the group were IB Juniors,

i .e . ,  they had been retained at the beginning firs t grade level be

cause of low performance on the readiness test. The final number 

after complete data were collected was only 21. With a view to com

bining the two groups, "t" tests and "F'* tests were calculated and 

intercorrelations were inspected for the two groups, but i t  became 

evident that the two groups were too unlike to be considered of the 

same population. For this reason their data have been set aside and 

will not be considered further in this study.
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TABLE 1

AGE, SEX, AND RACE OF STUDY GROUP (N«lll)

Age Range
Male Female

in Years White Non-White White Non-4\/hite
& Months N Per cent N Per cent N Per cent N Per cent

6—6 to 6 —8 h 3.6 1 0.9 7 6.3 u 3.6
6 - 9  to 6 -1 1 11 9.9 7 6.3 6 SJx 9 8 .1
7 -0  to 7-2 6 5.U 5 h.5 5 h.5 9 8 .1
7 -3  to 7-5 ii 3.6 6 5.U U 3.6 5 U.5
7-6  to 7-8 « • • ••• 5 U.5 2 1 .8 1 .9
7-9 to 7-11 • • • • • • 1 .9 2 1 .8 • • • • • •
8 -0  + 2 1 .8 • • • • • • 1 0.9 h 3.6

Sub-Total 27 2U.3 25 22.5 27 2U.3 32 2 8 .8

Total 52 59

Per cent U6.8 53.1

Grand Total 111

B. The Setting of the Study

Tlie setting of the study was an industrial suburb in a large mid-west 

metropolitan area. The i 960  census population figures for the sub

urb were 17,328. Approximately two-thirds of the population were 

white and one-third were non-white; 7.5 per cent were foreign-born. 

Median income was $5,U79 with 10*8 per cent over $10,000 income and 

18,8 per cent under $3,000 income and 10.3 per cent unemployed.

Twenty-eight per cent moved into their present housing atfter 1958*

C. Tests Used in the Stucfar

1* Description of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests

The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests are a short paper and pencil

Marianne Frostig, D. Welty Lefever, and John R. B. Whitlesey,
op. c it*



group test that can be given try a teacher; no equipment is re

quired except the test booklet and some colored crayons or pen

c ils . The tests purport to differentiate between five different 

kinds of visual perception, which Frostig believes are essential 

for early learning, and to measure the degree of competence in 

each aspect as compared with the perceptual age norms developed 

try Frostig and her colleagues.

In the test the child is required to attempt graded tasks in 

five areas of visual perception. The first of these areas is 

eye-hand coordination, in which the child's task is to draw 

straight and curved lines between increasingly narrow boundaries. 

The second function tested is figure-ground perception in which 

the child is asked to discriminate between intersecting figures. 

The third function is the perception of form constancy, in which 

the child is to detect squares and circles among other shapes on 

the page. Position-in-space is tested by requiring the child to 

detect a reversed or rotated figure in a sequence. The last sub

test explores the perceptual relationships. The task is to copy 

patterns by linking dots•

Frostig and her colleagues have established age norms far these 

five aspects of visual perception indicating the age progression 

from three years of age up to seven and one-half years. (Age- 

Equivalent Table, Appendix C)

Description of Criteria Tests:

The criteria tests used in the study were the Metropolitan Readi

ness Test, Reading Achievement Test, Teacher Education Ratings 

of School Adjustment and learning, and the Draw-a-Figure Test at
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the end of Kindergarten anu again at the end of First Grade,

The Metropolitan Readiness Test,^ developed by G. Hildreth and

H. Griffiths (1933 and 19U8) and standardized on 15,000 children, 

is a general readiness te s t. The f i r s t  four suD-tests, word- 

meaning, sentences, information, and matching are caisidered di

agnostic for reading readiness. The 3ub-test numbers indicate 

readiness for number work and the sub-test copying indicates the 

child*s visual perception and motor control required for writ

ing.
o

The Reading Achievement Test^ prepared by Marion Monroe for Scott, 

Foresman and Company and standardized on a large sample of chil

dren is designed to be used as a diagnostic tool to measure the 

extent to which pupils have progressed in the various aspects em

phasized try the New Basic Reading Program. There are seven sub

tests .

The two Teacher Evaluation Ratings describe the characteristics 

of school adjustment and learning described by Frostig^ in her 

studies. She postulates that the child with learning difficul

ties reflects his difficultios in his behavior and a teacher 

evaluation of his adjustment in tlie classroom will indicate his 

comparative rating with others in his class. A similar evalua

tion is made for the child*s learning.

^Metropolitan Readiness Test (New York* World Book Co.), 19U8.

^Marion Monroe, "New Basic Reading Tests (New York: Scott,
Foresman & Co., 1 95k)  •

^Marianne Frostig, "Iterceptual Ability and School Adjustment in 
Kindergarten and Primary Grades," presented at California State Psycho
logical Meeting, December, 1961.



The Draw-a-Figure test is the Good enough test and is assumed to 

give an approximate measure of a child's mental age and ability. 

D. Data Gathering

1. Instruments for Data Gathering:

Instruments for Data Gathering were the Data Gathering Sheet, 

Teacher Evaluation Rating for School Adjustment and for Learning 

and the Frostig Data Gathering Sheet. (Appendix A 1, 2, 3, and

U)

Hie Data Gathering Sheet included all data that the Cumulative 

School Record outlines and also information about handedness, 

hearing, vision, e tc ., and the test results of a ll the tests ex

cept the Frostig.

The two Teacher Evaluation Rating Sheets described characteris

tics to be observed in the pupils and requested the teacher to 

select the poorest and the best from her class in this respect 

and place them at the bottom and the top of the space provided, 

to proceed in this fashion until the names of the class members 

had all been transcribed in this forced-choice type of proce

dure. The children of the lowest quartile were rated low, in 

the upper quartile were rated high and the two middle quartiles 

were in the average group, in accord with Frostig's^ notes on 

school adjustment and learning.

The Froetig Data Sheet provided the scores on the five tests,

the age-equivalent scores and the perceptual scores.

2• Data Gathering Procedures:

The data were a ll gathered near the close of the school year

1Ibid.



1961-1962, in April and May. The Frostig Visual Perceptual 

Tests were given to sioall groups of children. Following the 

test the children were requested to draw a person, the best per

son they could draw. After this the children were tested for 

eyed-ness by having them look through a kaleidoscope and by 

sighting an object on the floor through a cardboard cylinder 

held about eight to ten inches from the face. They were tested 

for handedness by noting the hand used to write with and the 

hand used in cutting. Footedness was noted by the foot used in 

kicking a football.

Data from each child's Cumulative School Record were transferred 

to the data sheet. In tlie school system under study, tlie chil

dren are routinely tested for vision and hearing and a referral 

is made if  there is apy question. The hearing and vision were 

conss.oered within non,nil range unless a referral had been made.

3. Data Processing Techniques:

The data were tabulated, a code manual containing a ll data was 

prepared and a frequency count was run by the IBM Computer and 

recorded on the code manual. A copy is included in the Appen

dix.

Statistical Techniques Used in the Study

The sta tistica l techniques used were of two kinds*

1. Product-Moment Coefficients of Correlations

Coefficients of correlation by the product moment method were 

ccmputed. The correlation analysis was studied to discover the 

significant relationships between variables, and a matrix was 

prepared for factor analysis.
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2. Factor Analysis:

Factor analysis was used to Find the underlying unities present 

in the correlation between variables and to aid in interpreta

tion of tlie nature of tlie factors extracted.

1 2Factor analysis was calculated by the principal aXQ3 method * 

comnunalities were ccnputed and rotation was accomplished by the 

Kaiser-  ̂ Varimax criterion.

The data were programed and processed by the Wayne State Uni

versity Computing Center under the auspices of the Natioml Sci

ence Foundation. The factor analysis was completed through the 

courtesy of the General Motors Technical Center, because of a 

long continued mal-function in the IBM Computer at Wayne State 

University Computing Center.

•Hiarry H. Harmon, Modem Factor Analysis (Chicago: The Universi
ty of Chicago Rress, 1960)~pp. £89-^0.

2
J. P. Guilford, Psychoinetric Methods (New York: McGraw-IIill

Book Co., Inc., 195k)* p. Ti/8.
3
Henry F. Kaiser, "The Varimax Criterion for Analytical Rotation 

in Factor Analysis," Psychometrika, No. 3, Vol. 23 (September. 1958).
pp. 187-200.



CHAPTER II

REPORT 0.7 STUDY

The report of tlie study includes f irs t , Fhrt 1, a review of l i t 

erature on the five aspects of visual perception and the implications 

for learning in the presence of cysfunction in visual perception, and 

Part 2, the evaluation of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a pre

dictor of reading achievement in firs t grade children.

Part 1, Review of Literature on 
As pects of Visual Perception

Gibson and Olum (1960)  ̂ reviewing experimental research in the 

study of perception in children, comment that:

For the most part research (in this area) lacks a truly develop
mental approach. Many studies appear to have just happened to be 
done with children because they were available; methods, in such 
cases, were not tools for the solution of a problem of development. 
Often, in a given area of research there are many facts and inter
esting methods but they add up to a motley, rather hit-or-miss col
lection.

O
Solly and "Murphy (I960)'- cite only one research study (Rush, 

1931) on the perceptual development of children. Vernon (1957)  ̂ re-

Eleanor Gibson and Vivian Olum, "Experimental Methods of Study
ing Perception in Children," Handbook of Research Methods in Child De
velopment , Chap. 8, Paul Mussen ed. (New ifork: John Wiley & Sons, !Cnc.,

p
Charles M. Solley and Gardner Murphy, Development of the Fbrcep- 

tual World, Chap. 2; (New York: Basic Books, Ino., I960}• r

•̂ M. D. Vernon, “Further Study of Visual Perception"; (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 19^7)*

26
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viewed the field of visual perception research; one section is dervoted 

to studies on the development of perception in children. However, many 

studies reviewed seemed not to have relevance for the purposes of this 

study. Most of the studies do not attempt to distinguish between the 

different aspects of visual perception and perception in general. These 

and other factors made the search for suitable reference material seem 

an apparently never-ending one. Of necessity, there is no claim that 

this is a complete review of the literature in the field, but, simply, 

an attempt to provide a frame of reference to aid in considering and 

evaluating the perceptual tests used in this stucty.

A brief mention of some of the theories about the infant and 

young child's beginning learning may be apropos here. The development 

of perception in the child has been the subject of considerable interest 

in Buropean laboratories for many years; Piaget's^ continuing investiga

tions in this area are an example. C. Gibson and Olum's  ̂ recent survey 

of research in the development of perception in tlie child indicates that 

until fairly recently American psychologists have been more interested 

in a normative approach. They note:

In our mental tests are many tasks that could be classified as 
perceptual: form boards, matching pictures, copying figures, and so
on. By inspecting the test norms, i t  is possible to compare pej>- 
formances at different ages of these tests and gain some rough no
tion of perceptual development. . . • However present day interest 
in effects of early experience has stimulated interest in the devel
opmental course of perceptual functions as such.

The beginnings of perception in the infant are postulated scme-

^Piaget, J ., "The Child's Conception of the World; (New York: 
Hareourt, Brace, 1929).

2
E. Gibson and V. Olum, op. o it., p. 311.
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what differently by different investigators, e.g., Solley and Murpî r* as

sert that before any perceptual learning takes place, an infant can per

ceive. An infant can certainly differentiate figure from ground, can 

discriminate between certain colors, tastes, odors, and other sense data; 

and can attend to parts of his environment. The basic aspects of per

ceiving are present in the infant's terms, although the infant's percep

tual world is certainly not as rich or complex as the adult's. They 

maintain that the infant does not experience what William James called a 

"blooming, buzzing confusion" nor is his perception as completely vague 

as Piaget, Werner, or Vernon, among others would have us believe. In 

the sense that veridical meanings are attached to things, perception is 

incomplete. Thus, perception is not completely innate, nor is i t  com

pletely dependent upon learning. Diay point out that perceptual learn

ing is dependent upon the level of maturation achieved ty the child and 

conversely, the fu ll achievement of naturational potentialities can be 

facilitated or inhibited by the occurrence or non-occurrence of specific 

learning experiences, neither maturation nor learning can fully unfold

independent ly .
2

Hebb postulates that the course of learning in man is gradual, 

proceeding from a dominance of color through a period of separate atten

tion to each part of a figure, to a gradually arrived at identification 

of the whole as a whole, a serial apprehension though apparently simulta

neous. He considers i t  possible that the human infant goes through this 

same process and that we are able to see a square as such in a single

^Charles M. Solley and Gardner Murphy, op. c i t . ,  Ohap. 2.
2
D. 0. Hebb, "Organization of Behavior" (New York* John Wiley & 

Sons, Inc., I9l;9).
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glance only as the result of complex learning. He notes that each ob

ject is seen by the eyes' focus on successive parts of the whole. Per

ception of a form thus becomes an additive process of the propriocep

tive impulses with the motor cortex helping to integrate the sensation 

into perception when visualizing an object. The performance consists 

usually of •♦seeing" the parts in succession, moving the eyes or imagin

ing the movement of the eyes which would accompany the actual observa

tions. He states that perception is affected by past experience, what 

is learned is in terms of what is perceived, what is not perceived can 

hardly be remembered, and conceptual development is a basis for learn

ing.

Perceptual learning, in this sense, is similar to Symondŝ  state

ment : "Learning is Reacting, the child learns the acts performed, the

thoughts and feelings experienced, i .e ., we learn what we do."

A number of writers on this subject stress the motor aspects of 

the beginning learning the child experiences. Seigel^ proposes the theo

ry as does Hebb, that there are stages of perceptual learning. Seigel 

stresses the role of eye movements in the development of perception and 

suggests that this motor involvement be broadened to include other senso

ry components, e .g ., that a tactual, motor kinesthetic stage of perceptu

al learning may precede the appraisal of visual dominance that character

izes adult perceptual learning.

■̂ Percival M. Symonds, "What Education Has to Learn from Psycholo
gy,” V, Learning is Reacting, Teachers College Record, Vol. £9, 1957- 
1958, pp. 89-100.

2
A. J. Seigel, "A Motor Hypothesis of Perceptual Development," 

American Journal of Psychology (1953), 66, pp. 301-0h.
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'B'lis theory is in line with Werner-*- and Wapner's Sensory-Tonic 

theory of perception; also with the observations of Gesell in his longi

tudinal studies of infants; also with psychiatrists, as Bender, Schilder 

and others; and with educators, as Cruickshank, Kephart, Femald, and 

others.

Little is known about the neural mechanism by which the child 

builds up his background of knowledge, how he develops his categorial in

formation or schema, or of the methods of organization or integration. 

Workers in this field are far from agreement on many of the facets of 

perceptual learning, many controversies are in progress on topics, as, 

perceptual readiness, set, sensory deprivation, perceptual defense, etc. 

Gf the schema recognized perhaps figure-ground is considered most basic. 

A. Aspects of Visual Perception 

1. Figure-Ground Perception*

Solley and Murphŷ  note that the child, in infancy* has the basic 

ingredients of tlie perceptual act but relatively vague and undif

ferentiated percepts. Following his f irs t vague awareness of 

something there, the infant appears to be able to recognize a 

"figure," e.g., the mother, from the surrounding background, i .e .,  

with his innate organization of figure and ground, now by learn

ing he becomes aware of what is figure and what is ground.

Werner and Strauss  ̂ term the figure-ground schema as the frame of

* S l. Werner and S. Wapner, "Toward a General Theory of Perception," 
Psychological Review, $9  (1952), pp. 32U-38.

A

Charles Solley and Gardiner Murphy, op. c i t .,  p. 13U*

\ . Werner and A. A. Strauss, "Pathology of Figure-Background Re
lation in the Child," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. 36 
(19U1) 9 PP. 236-1*8.
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reference by which the human organism is able to organize a giv

en field in an adequate manner. Goldstein'*' conceives of the f i 

gure -background function as the basic principle of organization.

This principle cannot be further reduced and special schemata
2

are products of this basic function. Witkin, in studies of per

ception of embedded figures found that there were definite indi

vidual characteristics in this and people differed markedly in 

this type of perception. Meister  ̂ made a comparative stucfcr of 

the ability of pre-school children and adults to note figure- 

ground and found that the child's perception resembled that of 

tlie adult for ground but the child* s perception of figure seemed 

more diffuse, more poorly articulated, less cohesive.

Frostig stresses that an object cannot be accurately perceived 

unless it  is perceived in relation to its ground. Those things 

are perceived most clearly that become the center of attention;

i .e ., for the moment other stimuli are "out out" and are per

ceived only dimly as ground. She points out that the ability to 

differentiate figure from ground is necessary for the analysis 

and synthesis of words, phrases ana paragraphs, without which it  

is impossible to read.

^Kiirt Goldstein, "The Organism,1* 109 (New Yorks American Book 
Co., 1939).

A. Witkin, "Individual. Differences in Ease of Perception of 
Embedded Figures," Journal of Personality, Vol. 19, (1950), pp. 1-16.

^David Me is ter, "A Comparative Study of Figure—Ground Discrimi
nation in Pre-School Children and Adults," Journal of Genetic Psycholo- 

(19U9), 7U, pp. 3H-23. ----------

^Marianne Frostig, "Resource Material for Training Visual Percep
tion."
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2. Form Constancy:

Constancy refers to the fact that an object is perceived as pos

sessing invariant properties, such as, shape, position, size, 

etc*, writes Frostig.^ This means that where constancy of shape 

is concerned two and three dimensional forms are recognized as 

belonging to certain categories of shapes, whatever their size, 

color, texture, mode of presentation or angle frcm the perceiv- 

er. There are three other aspects of objects which may be visu

ally perceived as constant, besides shape: they are, color,

size, and brightness. The perception of constancy of shape de

velops out of the perception of shape itse lf , a child must be fa

miliar with a shape before he can recognize i t  when i t  is d iffer

ently presented.

Studies by She el (1933)  ̂ and by Ling (191*1)̂  indicated that chil

dren learned to discriminate farm as young as 16 months. The 

Stevenson and Me Bee stucfy (1958)  ̂ found that four to six year 

olds perceived the three dimensional objects more readily than 

two dimensional. Welch's^ stucty of a group of children one to 

five years of age tested a t intervals over a year1 s period found

1Ibid.

. M. Skeels, "The Use of Conditioning Techniques in the Study 
of Form Die crimination of Young Children,n Journal of Experimental Educa
tion, 2 (1 9 3 3 ) , PP. 1 2 7 -3 7 .

^B. C. ling, "'Form Discrimination as a Learning Cue in Infants," 
Comparetive Psychology, Monograph, 17, No. 2 (19U1).

^Harold W. Stevenson and George McBee, "The Learning of Object 
and Pattern Discrimination by Children," Journal of Compare tive and Ryg- 
iologicai Psychology, Vol. £l (195>8)•

^Livinjpton Welch, "The Development of Discrimination of Farm 
and Area," Journal of Psychology, 7 (1939), pp. 37-5U.
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that the children learned to discriminate between sizes of ob

jects; the vide differences of form were learned f i r s t ;  recogni

tion of middlesizedness came later.

Perceptions of color may take precedence over fonm at certain 

ages, e.g., in a study by Brian and Goodenough (1929)"̂  with chil

dren from one to six years, elementary school children and 

adults, they found the younger group’s response indicated that 

under two and one-half years children’s matching choices were 

largely based on form similarity. Over two and one-half years 

there was a steady increase in matching choices based on color, 

with a peak at four and one-half years. After this period there 

was decline in color matcliing and an increase in form match

ing.
o

Werner cites similar studies in Europe and calls this a 1’primi

tive" abstraction which is a mental process allied to sensory or

ganization, or a type of categorial organization*

Hebb̂  points out this problem of identifying figures and color, 

as noted by Senden (1932), as patterns of learning. Senden's 

studies of congenitally blind persons who received siggit follow

ing cataract operations indicate hew these newly sighted persons 

appeared to have to learn constancy of size, shape, and form.

■*C. A. Brian and Florence Goodenough, "The Relative Potency of 
Color aid Form Perception at Various Ages," Journal Experimental Psychol
ogy, 12 (1929), pp. 197-213.

Steinz Werner, "Comparative Psychology of MBntal Development," 
rev. ed. (New Yorks International Universities press, Inc., 1957).

h ) .  O. Hebb, op. c it . ,  pp. 32-33.
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Sender̂ 1 noted that color was found to dominate form persistent

ly in the f irs t vision of these patients. Such patients, when 

learning had proceeded far enough, manifested the characteristic 

generalization of the normal person, so the in itia l difficulties 

are not to be put down to structural defects of the sensory ap

paratus, as Hebb points out.

Gibson and Olum comment:

A review of Senden1 s studies indicates the extraordinary 
extent to which we have to learn to see. In a sense this is 
obvious enough from the slow progress made by normal chil
dren but study of them alone does not, of course, te ll  us
how much of their development is due to maturation under the
influence of heredity. The cases described by Senden consti
tute a controlled experiment on this question and they te ll 
us that i t  is only by use and experience that the visual sys
tem develops its  power.

A point of ccntroversy of long standing that has been the sub

ject of considerable study is whether children perceive globally, 

that is , the whole at the expense of the partj or analytically, 

the parts at the expense of the whole. In some situations chil

dren seem unable to differentiate the parts of a perceptual 

whole. Gibson and Olum (I960 and Vernon (1957)  ̂ cite a number 

of studies that seem to indicate this ability develops as the

child matures. Townsend (19^1)  ̂made a study of the intercorre-

von Senden, "Space and Sight: The Perception of Space and
Shape in Congenitally Blind Before and After Operation," transl. Peter 
Heath, The Free Press, Glencoe, 1 1 1 . (i9 6 0), (f irs t published in German, 
1 9 3 2 ) .

2
E. Gibson and V. Olum, op. c l t .

D. Vernon, "A Further Study of Visual Perception," op. c i t .

^Edward Arthur Torosend, "A Study of Copying Ability in Chil
dren," Genetic Psychology, Monograph, 19*Jl, U3, p. 30^7 (Doctoral disser- 
tation), teachers College, Columbia University, 191*9.
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lations between perceptual measures of form perception, motor 

abilities, and copying and the relation of these to chronologi

cal and mental age for grxnips of children in the f ir s t  three 

grades of elementary school. He demonstrated that form percep

tion was mare influential in copying ability than hand-eye coor

dination and found a steady increase in recognition of form up 

to the age of seven years.

3« Spatial Perception:

Spatial perception is essentially relationships, e.g ., (1) rela

tionships of the individual to his surround dungs, to the objects 

around him, and (2), of objects in relation to other objects. 

Piaget^ implies this in his description of the two factors essen

tia l in the construction of a notion of space: (1) comprehen

sion of the individual's own shifts of position, and (2), compre

hension of the spatial relations between objects*
p

Spatial perception is extremely coirplex, as Stem noted some 

years back:

Nowhere is sensory-mot or association so sharply marked 
as in relation to space* * . • The spatial concept is so man
ifold in its  categories—extent in line, surface, depth, 
form, size, direction, position, distance—that the power of 
its  inward comprehension could not possibly be innate in its 
fu ll perception—nmich must be learned.

Gooddy and Reinhold  ̂ postulate that man orients himself in space

Piaget, op. c l t* "The Child's Conception of the World (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, 1929)•

^William Stern, Psychology of Early Childhood, transl* from 3rd 
ed., revised and enlarged, by Anna Barwell (Mew ¥<>rk: Henry Holt & Co.,
1922*).

^William Gooddy and Margaret Re inhold, "Some /spects of Human 
Orientation in Space," Brain, Vol. 76, Part 3 (1953), PP* 337̂ >3»
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by means of his knowledge of one-half of the body in relation to 

the other, of the position of one portion of a limb in relation 

to the other parts. Perception involves the active appreciation 

of change or motion sense. They note:

Sensations are actively endowed with spatial properties 
by the individual who perceives them. They are also per
ceived as possessing temporal properties on account of their 
serial nature. Because they are endowed with 3patial quali
ties and because they are in motion, stimuli are perceived 
as possessing attributes of direction. The sense of direc
tion is necessary for spatial orientation and for such per
formances as reading, writing, calculation and drawing. Sen
sations, notions of space and time and abstract thinking are 
attributes of mind. Orientation in space, therefore, de
pends upon dynamic motion patterns organized by the nervous 
system and upon active mental performance.

There are a number of investigations that add some information 

on the development of space perception in the young child. John

son and Beck (1939)1 found that children as young as two years 

had well developed stereoscopic vision and that ocular conver

gence probably is an important and perfected cue for the Judg

ment of s i t e  by pre-school children.

Walk and Gibson (19!?9) tested visual depth discrimination in in

fants six and one-half to 1U months, by a technique called 11 vis

ual cliff" and concluded tliat by the time locomotion is possible 

infants can discriminate a "drop-off" visually.

I t  is quite commonly assumed that the problem of reversals of 

the confusing letters as b and d is related to immaturity. Stud-

■̂Beth Johnson and L. F. Beck, "The Development of Space Percep
tion: I  Stereoscopic Vision in Pro-School Children,” Journal of Genetic 
Psychology, Vol. 58 (19U1), PP. 2l*7-5U.

^R. D. Walk and E. Gibson, "Perception of *Visual C liff1 by In
fants," in Gibson and Olum, op. c i t .
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ies by Krise"*- and by Vfochsler and Pagnatelli (1937)^  and others

relate this to spatial perception. Krise suggests that letters

as n and u may be axial rotations as d and b are reversals . De- 
3

vidson (1935) studied the discrimination of the le tte r shapes b 

and d and jc and c[ in the kindergarten and f irs t  grade by a match

ing method. He found four stages of discrimination, beginning 

with confusion in a ll four letters and gradual lessening with 

age. In Rice’s (1930)  ̂ and in Newhall's (1937)  ̂ studies in the 

orientation of forms they concluded that the ability to discrim

inate the change of orientation was a function of age.

Jones (1925)  ̂ study seemed to indicate that in general children's 

.judgment of differences develops sooner than that of similari

ties. Bender  ̂ suggested that the reason for the child’s confu

sion with shapes which look alike but face in different direc

tions is that as an infant the child learns that an object up-

. Morely Krise, "Reversals in Reading: A Problem in Space Per
ception," Elementary School Journal, Vol. U9, Sept.-June, 19U8-19U9.

2D. Wechsler and M. 1. Pagnatelli, "Reversal Error in Reading: 
Phenomenon of Axial Rotation," Journal of Educational Psychology, 28, 
1937 .

P. Davidson, "A Study of the Confusing Letters, b, d, p, and 
q," Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1;7, 1935* pp. U58-68.

^C. Rice, "The Orientation of Plane Figures As a Factor in Their
Perception By Children," Child Development, 1 ,  1930 , pp. I l l - l i 3 .

5S. M. Newhall, "Identification By Young Children of Differently 
Oriented Visual Forms," Child Development, 8, 1937, pp. 105-11.

^Vernon A. Jones, "A Study of Children's Ability to Note Similar
ities and Differences," Journal of Educational Psychology, 1925, 16,
pp. 253-^0.

^L. Bender, "Visual Motor Gestalt Test and Its Clinical U3es," 
Research, Monograph, No. 3, American Orthopsychiatry Ass’n, New York,r&r.—
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side down is s t i l l  the same object and often can recognize pic

tures, even words, upside down and since remembering is harder 

than perceiving, may not see the differences in reversal letters 

and pictures, etc. until later,

a) Position-in-space:

Vernon,1 Frostig,2 Kephart3 and others relate this problem 

of reversals, rotation of figures, etc. to the relationship 

of the individual to the objects around him or in Fi*ostig's 

terms position-in-space. Kephart (I960) describes the be

ginning of this sense as "laterality.'* Initially the infant 

is bilaterally symmetrical and only gradually develops an in

ternal awareness of the two sides of the bocty and their d if

ference.

This development that permits him to keep tilings straif^it be

tween b and d is one of laterality. Once he has developed 

this awareness he is ready to project these concepts into 

space, i .e .,  "directionality."

Gesell (19h9)k describes "directionality" as a functional 

tra it  allied to laterality and indirectly related to i t .  I t 

concerns the preference which the organism exhibits in the 

direction of i ts  limb-body movements and its  eye movements.

1M. D. Vernon, "Backwardness in Reading"; (Cambridge: England,
University Press, 195?7).

o
Marianne Frostig, op. c i t ., "Disturbance in Visual Perception," 

accepted for publication in the Journal of Educational Research.

C. Kephart, "The Slow Learner in the Class Room," Charles
S. Merrill Books, Inc., Columbus, Chio, I960.

^A. Gesell, Frances Tig, and Glenna Bullis, "Vision, Its Develop
ment in Infant and Child," Paul B. Hoeber, Inc., New York, 19h9«
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Benton  ̂ points out that these concepts of right and le ft de

velop rather slowly and relatively late as a part of the in

tellectual equipment of the child. Early genetic studies 

showed that while distinction between up and down, before 

and behind are adequately mastered in pre-school years by 

the normal child, he begins to discriminate between rifjit 

and left only in early school childhood, a perceptual sk ill 

that develops as a function of learning.

b) Space Relations:
2

Frostig notes that the perception of spatial relationships 

has some similarity to figure-ground perception in that both 

abilities involve the perception of relationships. In the 

figure-ground perception the field is divided in two parts, 

one the center of attention. In spatial perception any num

ber of different parts may be seen in relation to each other 

and a ll of them approximately equal in attention though per

ceived in a temporal sequence and integrated step by step in

to a total picture, termed pattern vision. She points out 

that in development of pattern vision a degree of memory

function is involved since visualization and visual memory 

play an important part. Thus, spatial relations come later 

in the developmental hierarchy.

U. Eye-Motor Perception:

The child appears to go through a sequence in developing eye-mo-

^Arthur L. Benton, "Right, Left Discrimination and Finger Locali
zation: Development and Pathology" 5 (New York: Hoeber-4iarper, 1959).

2Marianne Frostig, "Resource Material for Training Visual Percep
tion."
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tor control as part of his visual-motor development that encom

passes the different visual perceptual learnings. Schaefer-^5im- 

mern-*- points out that Xoffka was one of the first to suggest 

that the structural order of children’s drawings follow definite 

laws of perception. He indicates that eye-motor control, form, 

figure-ground, space relations can all be identified through pro

gression from their in itia l beginnings to well-defined percepts. 

Thus an essential aspect of the child's development appears to 

be in the coordination of his visual-motor skills.

The child's f irs t eye-motor coordination appears after a period 

of play, sometimes with scribbles and lines, often scarcely ob

served as he makes them, with fu ll arm swing and complete booty 

involvement; his beginnings undifferentiated and uncontrolled. 

Later, with age, motor coordination begins to appear, with pre

ference far vertical, then horizontal lines, then circles and 

much later oblique lines begin to enter his pictures. Rusĥ  not

ed this progression, also Gesell^ in extensive observations. As 

the child acquires control far stopping and starting, he begins 

to show more imagination, form begins to appear, his pictures be

gin to show relationships, sometimes rather bizarre at f irs t.

His increasing eye-mot or control goes hand-in-hand with his gen

eral growth. He has gained progressive control of his body, he

■*Schaefer̂ 3immern, Henry, "The Unfolding of Artistic Ability," 
University of California Press, Berkely, and L. A. (19U8)•

^Grace Rush, "Visual Grouping in Relation to Age," Archives of 
Psychology, 31, No. 217 (1937-1930), p. 95.

3
A. Gesell, op. c i t .
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can steer his way around objects while running, his motor behav

ior shows more patterning of response, as Biber̂ - points out. 

Lowenfeld̂  surmised tliat visual perception only starts when the 

child discovers he can control his motions; from then on he fol

lows his motions with his eyes.

Well-directed eye-movements are a pre-requisite for reading and 

most other school work and good coordination of hand and eye is 

necessary for writing.

The evidence fran studies and investigations in these areas of 

perception seems to indicate that while some degree of percep

tion nay be innate, as in figure-ground, much of the perceptual 

ability of the individual is learned; if  learned—then i t  can be 

taught. This poses the urgent need for a better understanding 

of what the implications far learning may be for the child who 

has some dysfunction in one or more of the visual perceptual 

areas.

B. Perceptual Dysfunction and Its Implications for Learning

The role or function of perception in the early learning of the child 

is s t i l l  incompletely comprehended and the implications perceptual 

dysfunction may have for this learning are even less completely un

derstood . The inter-relatedness of perceptual disturbance with the 

child1s patterns of reaction to stress, to health, visual and audito

ry acuity, his experiential background, home environment and many

^Barbara Biber, "Children's Drawings* From Lines to Pictures," 
No. 6, The Cooperative School Pamphlets, Bureau of Ed. Experiments, 69 
Bank St.', New York (l££6).

^Viktor Lowenfeld, "Creative and Mental Growth"; (New York* Mac
millan Co. (1920.
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other factors may considerably complicate the problem of recognition. 

Disturbance in more than one area of perception may further confuse 

the problem of diagnosis.

An understanding of just what problems dysfunction in a specific 

area places on a child in his early learning may aid teachers in de

veloping teaching aids and materials. There is l i t t le  of such mater

ia l readily available, designated for these specific purposes. Fros- 

tig has prepared some training materials which are under revision 

and in use only in study projects, as yet.

1. Figure -Or ound Perceptual Dysfunction:

Solley and Murphy and Goldstein, as noted earlier, stress that 

figure-ground perception is extremely fundamental. Strauss and 

Kephart  ̂ point out that there is a constant conflict between f i 

gure and ground in normal perception and they point out that the 

individual must learn to select that pattern which he will treat 

as figure and hold i t  against a tendency for scne other pattern 

to become figure. This is particularly true when the contrast

between figure and ground is limited. For example, Silver and
?

Hag in reported that 92 per cent of their reading disability 

cases had some difficulty with the marble board test using the 

gray background and black marbles. If red marbles were used in

stead of the black, intensifying the contrast between figure and 

ground, much of the difficulty disappeared.

^A. A. Strauss and N. C. Kephart, "Psychopathology and Education 
of the Brain-Injured Child," (New York: Grune & Stratton, 19£5>)»

^A. Silver, and R. Hagin, "Specific Reading Disability* Delinea
tion of the Syndrome," Comparative Psychology, Vol. 1, April (I960), 
pp. 126-3U.
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From his extensive studies with adults who had experienced some 

type of brain damage, Goldstein̂ - wrote about the effect of f i 

gure-ground disturbancet

Defective figure-ground formation can manifest itself in 
various ways: in the leveling of the difference between f i 
gure and ground; . . .  in an impaired preciseness of the f i 
gure; . . .  in tlie formation of the simpler figures with im
poverishment of content; in the instability of the figure 
and therefore in a tendency to inversion of figure and ground. 
. . .  In the visual field differentiation shows itse lf in a 
simplification of the organized units, in the loss of charac
teristic pecularities, and in the appearance of simpler pat
terns, as when a patient sees two parallel lines instead of a 
triangle. • . . It is nothing but a change in the functional 
evaluation of stimuli*

Goldstein points out abnormal distractibility and abnormal stimu

lus-bond or ”forced-responsiveness” may be an expression of de

fective figure-ground perception.

A number of writers indicate that this defective figure-ground 

perception may be evident in areas of functioning as thinking, 

emotional reactions, volition, etc. Examples may be found in as

signment of values or importance, minor details may overshadow 

significant meanings* Problems of this nature multiply as the 

child must deal with abstractions and more complex situa

tions .

Frostig2 indicates that the difficulty in transferring the focus 

of attention from one stimulus to another results in a difficul

ty in "scanning” . . .  the child will appear to be careless in 

his work because he is unable to find his place on the page, 

skips sections, cannot find the word he is seeking in the die—

"hcurt Goldstein, "The Organism,” Chap. Ii, op* c it*
p
Frostig, op. c it ., "Resource Materials.”
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tionary and is unable to solve familiar problems if  they are pre

sented on crowded paces because he cannot pick out the relevant 

detail.

2. Form Constancy Perceptual Dysfunctions

Form perception serves to hold the whole together so the parts 

can be dealt with en masse and the details within the figure be 

observed for purposes of recognition and comparison. Kephart,^" 

in his description of Form Constancy stresses that the conception 

of an integrated or constructive form is a learning task, and he 

believes that many children experience difficulty at the early

stage of differentiating elements from the globular mass. Ver-
2

non cites some studies supporting this conception. They either 

do not or cannot attend to the details of the mass; hence these 

details remain unrecognized. In addition to this in itia l prob

lem with form perception, Kephart surmises that many more chil

dren break down at the higher level where the details, having 

been differentiated, must be re-integrated into a constructive 

form. He points out that i f  this integration fails to take 

place, the child is unable to deal with a coherent figure in the 

manner in which we are accustomed to deal with i t .  Instead he 

is left with a mere mass of elements which he can manipulate on

ly one at a time or in very small groups. Since he cannot per

ceive an integrated form, he does not respond to the totality  of 

the elements in a figure but responds to only one or a limited 

number. This may lead to a kind of detail awareness and the

XN. C. Kephart, "Hie Slow Learner in the Glass Room," op. c i t .

2M. D. Vernon, "A Further Stuty of Visual Perception."
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child may be described as distractible, impulsive, or uninhibi

ted.

From her viewpoint Frostig'*" stresses instability and indicates 

that it  is the lack of constancy that is disturbing to the child. 

She states that a child with poorly developed constancy is not 

only likely to be made anxious by the general unreliability of 

appearance in his world, but he will have major difficulties in 

academic learning. Although he may learn to recognize a number, 

letter or word when he sees it  in a particular form or context, 

he may be quite unable to recognize the same symbol when it  is 

presented differently. He is constantly being deceived by his 

senses; a word he knows well on one form or color or size or 

type of writing or in conjunction with certain other word3, may 

appear quite new to him when he sees it  in another form, color, 

size or context. Learning to read or to work with symbols is 

virtually impossible for such a child, she points out. Thus an 

instability of performance may be apparent; a thing learned yes

terday is forgotten today#

3# Spatial Perceptual Eysfunction*

Spatial perception may be divided into position-in-space or the 

relationship of the individual to objects around him and space 

relations, the relationships of objects to other objects,

a) Position-in-space:

Frostig maintains that the perception of position—in-space 

must precede the perception of spatial relationships. She 

indicates that the child with poor position-in-space percep-

^Marianne Fro3tig, ibid., "Resource Training Materials."
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tion will be handicapped in mary ways. His visual world will 

be distorted, he w ill be clumsy and hesitant in his movements 

and he will have difficulty in understanding what is meant by 

words designating spatial position, as, in, out, up, down, 

before, behind, right, and le ft . His difficulties w ill be

come most apparent when he is faced with his first academic 

tasks, for letters, words, phrases, numbers and pictures will 

appear to him distorted and confusing. He will encounter the 

'•reversal'* problem.

Frostig also relates some of the difficulties a child may en

counter with positiorv-in-space perception to the child* s con

cept of his own booty-image, body concept and schema that he 

has developed. Upon these will depend his ability to coordi

nate eye-hand movements and to perceive position-in-space and 

space-relations•

b) Space Relations:

Frostig alleges that disabilities in the perception of spa

tia l relationships leads inevitably to difficulties in aca

demic learning. Incorrect spatial perception may make impos

sible the proper perception of the sequence of letters, or an 

arithmetic problem. Other tasks will be equally difficult, 

she points out, as model making, map reading, grouping phe

nomena, etc. All these require the elements of pattern vi

sion, a degree of memory function and visualization, 

h. Eye-Mot or Perceptual Dysfunction:

Kephart'*' points out, that in copying a square, the cliild has not

• C. Kephart, op. c it
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only the problems of imiscle coordination and the neurologica1 

innervation but also the problem of matching these motor skills 

to a visual input wiiich is being generated as his pencil moves 

over the paper. He has to learn to stop the movement on cue.

Such a process means that the child must have accurate control 

of the eyes, an accurate match between eye movements and the per

ceived visual stimulus and an adequate inter-relationship be

tween the movements of the eyes and the movements of the other 

muscles of the body. The problem of ocular control and visual 

kinesthetic matching required in a "simple” task as copying a 

square is something the child must learn with practice. Kephart 

points out observation of how the six or seven year old gripe 

his pencil and tends to dig into the paper indicates the effort 

i t  is for him.

Some studies have used the Draw-a-Figure test to evaluate this 

aspect of visual perception, but the studies appear inconclusive 

and insufficient verfication is given for the assertions .

Without well-directed eye-movements reading is difficult and 

without coordination of hand-eye movements, writing is almost im

possible •

Frostig-*- postulates that perception plays a very important role 

in the total development of the young child. If he has perceptu

al disabilities his total behavior is likely' to be affected. An 

environment that appears unstable because of constantly changing 

figure-ground, form constancy and relationships-in-space make

Marianne Frostig, "Perceptual Ability and School Adjustment in 
Kindergarten and Primary Grades," December, 1961, California State Fhy- 
chological Association Meeting.



learning and adjustment extremely difficult. As an approximate

measure of a child's perceptual abilities Frostig has used a

teacher evaluation of school adjustment and learning wiiich in

her studies appear to have a significant correlation with a

child's learning as evidenced in reading achievement at the

firs t grade level.

Discussion of Research Findings in Perception in Beginning Reading 
in Terms of the fceview o f  Literature

The findings of other investigations in perception with young chil

dren in terms of some of the literature reviewed suggests a few 

points that appear to have same bearing on the two questions noted 

at the beginning of this study. The questions: Why do some chil

dren encounter great difficulty in learning to read, and how can the 

school anticipate or predict the children who will require help to 

work out these problems of learning.

These points may be considered under the headings (1), discussion of 

certain aspects of findings of research that indicate the importance 

of perception at the beginning reading level; and (2), consideration 

of clues in the readiness tests that appear to be possible indica

tors of later reading achievement.

1* Discussion of Certain Aspects of Findings of Other Studies of 
Perception in Young Children:

Reports of other investigations of perception in young school 

children are in agreement that perception appears closely related 

to learning in the young school child. Investigators in this 

area have tried various kinds of perceptual tests, mostly non

verbal in nature, in attempts to define more sharply the function 

of and significance of perception in learning to read. Assuming
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that perceptual ability is a part or the developmental process 

i t  was postulated by some of the studies that there would be va

riations in perceptual responses that would suggest variations 

in competence; other studies stressed the need for training in 

form and mobility.

a) Individual Differences in Perceptual Competence:

Goins  ̂ and Siegler*- reported considerable variation in indi

vidual differences in perceptual competence in the f irs t  

graders tested in their studies. Siegler was particularly 

interested in the types of perceivers as discussed by Thur- 

stone •-* She hypothesized that children appeared to be dif

ferent types of perceivers because some were more advanced 

in development than others and this would show up in the var

iation of perception*

Malmquist,^ in his stucty of U00 f ir s t  grade children, found 

this true with his perceptual tests, even though in Sweden, 

the setting of his study, children do not enter the f irs t  

grade before they are seven years of age, giving them an add

ed year of maturity. Malmquist was particularly interested 

in this aspect of the problem of learning to read and made a 

careful stucty- of his group, using oral reading tests . He

■̂ Jean Turner Goins, op. c i t ,

^Hazel Gantt Siegler, "Visual Perceptual Patterns and Their Rela
tion to Reading: A Study of 100 First Grade Children," unpublished Doc
toral Dissertation, University of South Carolina, I960.

^L. L. Thurstone, "A Factorial Study of Perception," Psychometric, 
Monograph, No. U (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19Uli).

^Eve Malmquist, op. c i t .,  Chap. XX.
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found that none of the errors in reading recorded was made 

by only one group of readers. Every type of error was found 

among poor, medium, and good readers. He concluded from this 

that the difference between poor, medium, and good readers 

with regard to errors in reading are rather of a quantitative 

than a qualitative character. This finding suggests that 

there is no hard and fast line of demarcation between chil

dren slow in learning to read and normal readers*

An earlier study by Frank̂ " suggests that lack of maturity of 

the perceptual processes may b  ̂ the cause of later reading 

disabilities.

Frank (1935) compared errors made by children aged seven to 

eleven and one-half years who had reading disabilities, with 

those made by children aged five to seven years who were Just 

learning to read. She found remarkable similarities existed. 

The ability to discriminate between words of similar struc

ture as well as the reversal of letters of similar shape, 

both as regards reading and spelling, indicated the older re

tarded reader was s t i l l  at the same level of perception as 

the beginner in reading* Frank postulated that this signi

fied that the retarded reader s t i l l  remained at a stage where 

the ability to analyze and distinguish between minor details 

in wholes, -Which otherwise are structurally almost the same, 

has not been developed sufficiently.

n. Frank, "A Comparative Study of Children Who Are Backward in 
Reading and Beginners in Infant School,1* British Journal of Educational 
Psychology* 5 (1935)* pp. Ul-58.
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b) Training in Form Tterception:

Goins  ̂ in her study of f irs t  graders sought to test Ren-

shaw's^ claims for use of the tachistoscope as a technique

for improving reading sk ills . She found that:

Skill in perception through the tachistoscopic visu
a l form training was achieved to any measurable extent 
only by the in itially  superior readers in the group*
. . .  No positive effect was produced by the tachisto
scopic training on the skills of the group as a whole.

Townsend's  ̂ study indicated the child increased in recogni

tion of form up to about seven years of age. Froetig empha

sizes that a child must f irs t  be familiar with shapes before 

he can recognize them when differently presented. This may 

be the important point in Go in’s study; the children already 

familiar with shapes could recognize them tachistoscopically• 

The others could not and hence did not benefit by training 

with the tachistoscope.

This is in accord with Simps on1s^ conclusions in a study men

tioned earlier that present day readiness materials do not 

give enough emphasis to copying and reproducing form, assum

ing a level of motility that mary children have not acquired.

c) Training in Motility:

A number of the research workers in the field of perception 

such as Hebb, Siegel, Solley and Murphy and others; investi-

■̂Jean Turner Goins, op. c i t .
2
Samuel Renshaw, "The Visual Perception and Reproduction of 

Forms By Tachistoscopic Methods," Journal of Psychology, XX (October, 
19U5), pp. 217-32.

3 U
Townsend, op. c i t . Simpson, op. c i t .
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gators in child development as Gesell; of educators as 

Cruickshank, Kephart and others stress the close relation

ship of the motor component with the perceptual in le an t

ing.

Solley and Murphy"*" postulate that probably there is no such 

clear functional separation as perceptual versus motor learn

ing. They write:

I t  is entirely possible that sense organs, centers, 
and motor systems are built as they are because the per
ceptual is that which makes contact with environmental 
requirements. The centers must receive and redirect the 
incoming energies in accordance with a ctynamic of per
petual change in the light of experience, and the motor 
acts must redeploy themselves constantly in the light of 
fresh perceptual information, and fresh central reorgani
zation.

In Siegel's^ view, the motor aspects of learning are possibly 

of greater importance in the beginning stages of learning, 

than after sk ill has been acquired; as would be the case with 

the young child.

There are a number of special techniques receiving some pub

lic ity  at present, that purport to aid in Improving a ohild's 

perceptual skills or abilities through development of motor 

sk ills . Examples:

(1) Delacato's^ work with children with reading disabilities 
follows some of the theories of Dr. Temple Fay, a well- 
known neurologist and stresses development of a progres
sion of patterning of movements, beginning with the old 
brain patterns.

^Charles M. Solley and Gardner Murphy, op. c i t .,  pp. 32U-*25>.

2
Arthur Siegel, op. c i t .

3
Carl H. Delacato, "Treatment and Prevention of Reading Problems* 

The Neuro-Psychological Approach," Springfield, 111., Thomas, 19$9.
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(2) Getman,  ̂ an optometrist, who worked with Gesell in v i
sion research,

(3) Kephart,^ an educational psychologist.

These last two recommend stress on development of early motor 

patterning. The theory back of these training methods ap

pears to be that i t  is assumed that for some reason some 

children miss steps in the progression of motor patterning 

that are fundamental to their perceptual learning.

Some studies making use of kinesthetic training have reported 

improvement in learning but fu ll data are not available, as 

the studies of Shedd  ̂ and HindJ1

Simpson’s^ study with young children at f i r s t  grade level 

dealt with this problem. Simpson postulated that training in 

motor and perceptual skills could improve perceptual func

tion.

Two other studies appear to have some bearing on Sinpson's 

thesis. Townsend̂  (mentioned earlier) studied children in 

grades one to three in copying figures. He concluded that 

this combined activity of form perception, c crip re hens ion of 

that form and the motor sk ill required to reproduce the form

^G. N. Getman, "How to Develop Your Child's Intelligence," 7th 
ed«, Luverne, Minn.

2
N. C. Kephart, "The Slow Learner in the Classroom," op. c i t .

^Charles L. Shedd, "The Diagnosis and Treatment of Symbolic Con
fusion," International Reading Assoc. Conference Proceedings, Vol. 6, 
1961.

^Lillian Hind, "Longitudinal Studies of Certain Visual Character
is tics  and Success in Reading," International Reading Assoc. Conference 
Proceedings, Vol. b, 1959.

Dorothy Margaret Simpson, op. c i t . Edward Townsend, op. c i t .
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was a better indicator or the child's mental maturity than 

his chronological age.

Russell'*' studied the visual-motor function in the young 

school child as compared to organismic growth as discussed 

by Olson. Russell found that the visual-motor function ma

tures independently of the rate of change in organismic age 

in children, ages six to seven years, as measured by the 

Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test. He found that this visu

al -motor development was a better indicator of reading read

iness than the organismic age of the child. In both these 

studios the ability to comprehend and recognize form and the 

motor skill to copy i t  appeared to be better indicators of 

reading readiness than the so-called readiness tests them

selves •

Simpson̂  noted that in many readiness materials emphasis on 

the level of motility is limited to left and right analysis 

of pictures, words, and symbols and she suggested that this 

is an extremely sophisticated level of visual development. 

She points out that unless the child already possesses the 

motility required, he will need more basic motility* develop

mental experiences than most available readiness materials 

provide. She advocated that more stress should be placed on

•*Tvan Lee Russell, ’The Visual-Motor Function as Related to 
Child Grew th and Reading Development," unpublished Doctoral disserta
tion, University of Michigan, 193>5.

^Willard C. Olson, Child Development, 2nd Edition (Bostons 
Heath, 19 5 9 ) .

^Dorothy Margaret Simpson, op. c it 
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these motor aspects or learning. Her experimental group 

given additional training in kinesthetic and perceptual ac

tiv ities performed significantly better on her final reading 

test than did her control group.

2. Consideration of Clues in the Readiness Test That Appear to be 
Possible Predictors of Reading Achievement:

A number of the studies reviewed here found that the so-called 

readiness subtests of the Readiness Tests were less accurate 

predictors of later reading achievement than were the sub tests 

of a perceptual nature•

Simps orr*- and Siegler^ found high correlations between Matching, 

Numbers and Copying subtests of the Metropolitan Readiness test 

and reading achievement. Goins3 noted that the scores on f t t -  

tern Copying and Reversals of the readiness test she used corre

lated most highly uiL.h reading achievement. Potter^ found Shape 

Matching and Symbol Orientation the highest in correlation with 

reading achievement.

I t  is noteworthy that in each of these studies, these perceptual 

tests which are quite similar in nature, should be found to be 

better indicators of later performance in reading than the read

ing readiness subtests. However, i t  would seem that before 

these particular tests are actually used as predictors further 

study should be made.

1Tbid. ^Hazel Gantt Siegler, op. c i t . 

3Jean Turner Goins, op. c i t .

^Muriel Catherine Potter, op. c i t .
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Part 2. The Study of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests 
as a Predictor o? Reading Achievement in First Gracfe

Tlie second part of the stuc r̂ proposed to test the predictive val

ue of tlie Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a measure of perceptual and 

later reading achievement, against the Jfetropolitan Readiness and Reading 

Achievement Tests as criteria.

Tlie firs t procedure in this part of the investigation was a com

parison of the study group scores with the standardized norms of each of 

the t e s t s  used in the investigation.

Am Comparison of Scores of the Study Group with the Norms of the Frostig 
V isu a l ^rceptual Tes¥s , the Metropolitan feeadiness Test and Reading 
Achievement Teist

The f irs t  comparison was made between the Frostig Visual Perceptual 

Tests norm and the scores of the stucfy group.

1. Comparison of Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests Norm with the 
Study Group Scores s

Frostig and her colleagues^ have recently completed a revised 

standardization of her test on over 1,800 children frcm nursery 

school, kindergarten, f irs t and second grades; ages three through 

nine years. In the earlier standardization a perceptual age lev

el was used with an age conversion scale. (Appendix C) The per

ceptual age is retained in this new standardization with use of 

scale scores and a perceptual quotient.

lhe perceptual quotient described in the revised standardization

Marianne Frostig aid Colleagues, Pre-publication copy, "The Mar
ianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception," 1962 standardiza
tion.
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is a deviation score obtained from the sura of subtest scale 

scores after correcting for age variation. For each age group 

the perceptual quotient has a median of 100, a lower quartlie of 

90 and upper quartila of HO and the other points consistent 

with the IQ values of the Wechsler Intelligence Score for Gliil- 

dren.

Table 2 gives the percentile rank of the Frostig norm and the 

percentile quotient for each rank. The study group's perceptual 

quotients were computed, using the methods described by Frostig. 

Percentage totals of the stucty- group are listed for each level 

indicating in each case the percentage of the study group that 

fa ll below this percentile rank.

Frostig points out that her sample of 1,800 children is not tru

ly representative because these children were from coimunities 

largely middle and lower middle class, a very few Oriental and 

Mexican children were in the sample group, but no colored chil

dren.

According to the census figures for the city in which this pres

ent stuĉ y was done, the children of this investigation were pro

bably from middle and lower class homes, approximately one-half 

of the group were non-white • In comparis on with the norm of 

Frostig's group the stucty group was a l i t t l e  low; j 6  per cent of 

the study group were below the 25th percentile or f irs t  quartile. 

Fifty-six and seven-tenths (56.7) per cent of the study group 

fe ll below the 5°th percentile; 73.8 per cent were below the 75th 

percentile or third quartile; leaving 2 6 .1  per cent of the stucty 

group in the upper quartile. There appeared to be a fairly wide
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TABLE 2

FROSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL TESTS EQUIVALENT PERCENTILE 
RANK OF CORRECTED PERCEPTUAL QUOTIENT SCORES OF 
NORM COMPARED WITH THE STUDY GROUP PERCEPTUAL 

GROUP QUOTIENT SCORES

Percentile 
Rank of 

Frostig Norm

Perceptual 
Quotient of 
Frostig Norm

No. of Stucty- 
Group in 

Perceptual Group

Ttercentage 
Be lew Each 

Level

95 125 5 99 .9
90 119 10 95J;
80 113 lit 86 .U
75 n o 1 73 .8
70 108 9 7 2 .8
60 1QU 9 6U.8
50 100 11 56 .7
ItO 96 6 h 6 . 8
30 92 6 U1 J*
25 90 3 36 .0
20 87 9 33 .3
10 81 15 2 5 .2
5 75 5 n . 7
3 72 5 7.2
1 65 3 2 .7

Total • • i n • •

range of individual difference in perceptual competence within 

the group, with some concentrations at both the lower and upper 

ends of the scale.

Frostig- -̂ reports that in her observations children achieving a 

perceptual quotient of 90 or less usually have difficulty in 

learning to read. To study this possibility with the data of 

the study group Table 3 was prepared. The perceptual quotients 

of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests of a ll the records with 

scores of 90 or less were selected and the Metropolitan Readi-

1Ibid.



ness and Reading Achieve;rent Tests totals were added to the Ta

ble. I t is of interest to note that UO or 36 per cent of the 

111 children in the study group had scores of 90 or less an the 

perceptual quotient. Qf these 12 or 30 per cent of the group 

(UO) were below the average or midpoint on the Metropolitan Read

iness Test and 28 or 70 per cent of the group (U8) fe ll  below 

the "average" or midpoint on the Reading Achievement Test. Ta

bles U to 9 show the range of individual differences of the stu d y  

group in each of the five subtests of the Prostig Visual Percep

tual Tests. Information is not available by means of which the 

study group subte3t range of perceptual competence could be com

pared with similar groups of children. However, the observation 

about children who achieve a perceptual quotient of 90  or less, 

showing later difficulty with reading would appear to be substan

tiated in the study group.

Comparison of Scares of the Study Group with Norms of the Metro
politan Readiness Test:

The Metropolitan Readiness Test was standardized on approximately 

15,000 children of pre-reading level. Percentiles, only, were 

available for comparative purposes. Table 10 indicates that 80 

per cent of the study group were at the midpoint or above in com

parison with the percentile ratings given for the Metropolitan 

Readiness Test. This would suggest that the Study group rate is 

a l i t t le  above the norm with only 19.8 per cent of the group who 

fa ll  below the midpoint. If the readiness test is a good predic

tor of later achievement the group should show up well on the 

reading achievement at the end of their f i r s t  grade year.
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TABLE 3

SCORES OF CHILDREN IN STUDY GROUP ACHIEVING A PERCEPTUAL QUOTIENT 
OF 90 OR LESS, AND THEIR SCORES ON THE METROPOLITAN READINESS

AND READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

M etro p o litan Reading Achieve
I d a n t i f ia a t io n P.Q. R eadiness T est ment T est

1 . No. 5 86 80 High average 62 High average
2 . No. 19 80 65 average 62 H ifh  average
3 . No. 11 86 70 average 66 High average
U. No. 13 78 67 average 61 High average
5 . No. 2U 80 87 High normal 67  Very h ig h
6 .  No. 26 72 78 average 6U High average
7 . No. 28 78 72 average 21 Very low
8 . No. 30 78 61 Low average 28 Very low
9 . No. 36 76 58 Low normal 58 Low average

10 . No . U1 76 50 Low normal 32 Very low
11 . No.. UU 8U 77 average 50 Low
1 2 . No. U6 88 73 average 55 Low average
1 3 . No. U7 62 53 Low normal Ul Very low
H i. No. U8 88 66 average 55 Low average
1 ^ . No. 5U 86 66 average U5 Very low
1 6 . No. 56 86 61 Low normal 59 Low average
1 7 . No. 57 78 80 High normal 5U Low average
18 . No. 61 50 62 Low normal 31 Very low
19. No. 62 90 UU Low normal U5 Very low
20 . No. 6U 8U 87  H igh normal 52 Low
21. No. 67 8U 78 average 60 average
22 . No. 69 7U 86 High normal 62 High average
23 . No. 72 68 79 average 5U Low average
2li. No. 75 78 92 s u p e r io r 67  High
25. No. 79 78 7U average 56 Low average
26 . No. 80 90 53 Low norm al 57 Low average
2 7 . No. 82 7U 69 average 52 Low
2 8 . No. 83 72 63  Low normal 60 average
2 9 . No. 86 76 69 average 60 average
3 0 . No. 92 8U 61 Low norm al 3U Very low
31 . No. 96 90 67 average 30 Very low
32. No. 98 7U 77 average 20 Very low
33 . No. 99 86 65 average 28 Very low
3U. No. 100 66 67 average 50 Low
35 . No. 102 88 7U average 33 Very low
36. No. loU 80 67 average 61 High average
3 7 . No. 108 78 U3 Low normal Ul Very low
38. No. 109 86 69 average 52 Low average
39 . No. 110 72 55 Low normal 31 Very low
UO. No. 111 82 67 average 35 Vary low

T o ta l UO • • 12 Below nAver age" 28 Below "Average"

• •
30 P er c e n t 

o f  Group (UO)
70 Per c e n t 

o f  Group (UO)
6 .1  P er cen t 2lT.2 P er c e n t

o f N -  I l l o f  N -  111
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TABLE I*

FREQUENCY TABLE OF FROSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL TESTS
TOTAL, RAW SCORE, RANGE 1 2 -5 6 , FOR

STUDY GROUP (N -  1 1 1 )

Code No.
Midpoint of 
Interval

Number in 
Interval

0 lit 1
1 19 3
2 21* 5
3 29 8
U 3lt 16
5 39 25
6 UU 29
7 1*9 u*
8 9x 10

T o t a l .......................................................................... I l l

M e a n ........................................................................1*0.36

Standard  D e v i a t i o n ............................................8.7U

TABLE 5

FREQUENCY TABLE OF FROSTIG EYE-MOTOR TEST, RAW SCORE,
RANGE 5-2 6 , FOR STUDY GROUP (N -  111)

M idpoint of Number in
Code No. In te rv a l I n te r v a l

0 6 6
1 9 9
2 12 18
3 15 2U
U 18 33
5 21 15
6 2U 5
7 26+ 1

T o ta l ......................

Mean • ..................

S tandard  D ev ia tio n  . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 6

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR FROSTIG FIGURE-GROUND TEST,
RAW SCORE (1 0 )  FOR STUDY GROUP (N -  111)

Code No.
M idpoint of 

In te rv a l
Number in  
In te rv a l

0 1 1
1 2 0
2 3 1
3 U 2
U 5 12
5 6 8
6 7 16
7 8 26
8 9 21
9 10 2h

T o t a l ......................................................................... I l l

M aan....................................................................................7.82

Standard D ev iation  1.79

TABLE 7

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR FROSTIG FORM CONSTANCY TEST, 
RAW SCORE (1 7 ),*  RANCE 0-13, FOR STUDY GROUP

(N -  111)

Code No.
M idpoint of 

In te rv a l
Number in  
In te rv a l

0 0 9
1 1-2 12
2 3-U 18
3 $-6 27
U 7-8 23
5 9 -10 15
6 n -12 6
7 13* 1

T o ta l • • • . .  ..........................

M e a n ...............................................

S tandard D eviation  . . . . .

*T otal p o ss ib le  Raw S core , Range of Group 0 -1 3 .
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TABLE 8

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR FROSTIG POSITION-IN-SPACE TEST,
RAW SCORE ( 8 ) , *  FOR STUDY GROUP (N -  1 1 1 )

Code No.
M idpoint of 

I n te r v a l
Number in  
I n te r v a l

0 1 0
1 2 2
2 3 8
3 h 9
U 5 15
5 6 22
6 7 28
7 8 27

T o t a l ................................................

Mean . . . . . . . . . . . .

S tan d ard  D ev ia tio n  • . • • •

*T o tal p o s s ib le  Raw Score (8 ) .

TABLE 9

FREQUENCY TABLE FOR FROSTIG SPACE RELATIONS TEST, 
RAW SCORE (8 ) ,*  FOR STUDY GROUP (N -  U l )

Code No •
M idpoint of 

I n te r v a l
Number in  
I n te r v a l

0 0 7
1 1 U
2 2 7
3 3 13
U u 12
5 5 15
6 6 27
7 7 22
8 8 U

T o ta l ................................................

Mean ........................................ ,  .

S tandard  D ev ia tio n  • • • • •

T o ta l p o ss ib le  raw Score (8)»
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TABLE 10

CCMPARLSCN OF STUDY GROUP SCORES WITH THE METROPOLITAN 
READINESS TEST NORM SCORES

Metropolitan Readiness Test Norms
Study Group

Number in 
This Range

Percentage At 
This RangeRating Score Percentiles

Superior .......................... 90 - 100 95 - 100 15 13.5*
Hif£i normal . . . . 80 - 89 73 -  93 22 19.6*
Average • ..................... 65 - 79 37 - 70 52 U6.8*
Low normal ..................... UO — 6U 6 - 3 5 22 19.8*
Poor risk . . . . . 0 - 39 1 - 5 0 0.0*

Total ...................... 111 99.9%

3« Comparison of Scores of the Stucty Group with Reading Achievement: 

Table 11 gives another picture, however. I t  shows that the study 

group scares, instead of clustering toward the upper end ol* the 

scale, are spread from the very high to the very low levels.

More than half of the study group fa ll below the median, with 30 

per cent in the low and very low ranges. This marked difference 

in achievement would suggest some lack in predictive power in the 

readiness test or that the two tests are not measuring the same 

sk ills . This, of course, is similar to the results of other stud

ies. As Traxler' s study, noted earlier, pointed cut the results 

of the readiness test varied with the group, indicating that there 

were other factors that contribute to the results that are not in

cluded in the readiness test or the leading achievement test*

U. Summary of Comparison of Scores of Study Group with Frostig Visu
al Perceptual Tests, Metropolitan Readiness and Reading Achieve
ment Tests:

The study group test scores were conpared with the norms of the 

PVoetig Visual Perceptual Tests, the Metropolitan Readiness Test 

and the Reading Achievement Test.
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TABLE 11

COMPARISON OF STUDY GROUP SCORES WITH 
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST NORMS

Reading Achievement Test Norms
Study Group

No. of Group At 
This Level

Percentage At 
This RangeRating Score Percentiles

Very hi*£i . . . . 67 - 70 9 0 -9 9 13 11.7*
H ig h ........................... 6U -  66 7 5 -8 9 19 17.1*
High average . . 61 - 63 51 - 7k 15 13.5*
Average ...................... 60 50 7 6.3*
Low average . . . 63 - 59 25 -  U9 2U 21.6*
Low . . . . . . . U6 - 52 10 - 2h 13 11.7*
Very low . . . . 0 - U5 1 - 9 20 18.0*

Total . . . 111 99.9*

The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests Norms have been newly stand

ardized on children of middle and lower middle class white popu

lation. By contrast, the stucty group were approximately half 

non-white and according to the census figures the socio-economic 

level could be lower in range. These factors could contribute 

to the somewhat lower scares. Table 3, showing the children 

whose perceptual quotients were 90  or less, having problems in 

reading, were in accord with Frostig's observations.

The study group appeared to compare favorably with the Metropoli

tan Readiness Test norm suggesting a prediction of readiness for 

reading for a high percentage of the class. However, the compar

ison with the norm of the Reading Achievement Test indicated a 

group slightly below the average with more than half the group 

falling below the national median. (Tables 2 to 11 demonstrate 

these trends.) The comparison of the study group with the Read

ing Achievement are in accord with Table 3 of the children whose



scores were low on perceptual quotient*

B. Study of the Relationships Among Variables

A correlation matrix makes i t  possible to determine the similarities 

between one test and all the other tests in the table. Product mo

ment coefficients of correlation are generally employed for testing 

relationships in this way. Tables 12 to 1$ show the intercarrela- 

tions between the individual test measures.

The level of significance for a group N “ 111 computed in accordance 

with the formula given by David‘S for small samples is: .01 signifi

cance level - _+ .2lUi; and ,0£ « + .186.

1. The Study of the Correlations Between the Frostig Visual Percep
tual Tests and Scores of the Metropolitan Readiness and Reading 
Achievement Test, with the Teacher Evaluation Ratings for School 
Adjustment and Learning and the Two Draw-a-Figure Tests:

The Frostig total score is considered f irs t  and then the individ

ual subtests.

a) The correlations between the Frostig Total Scare and other 
test scores:

The Frostig total score correlates significantly at .01 level 

with the Metropolitan Readiness Test total ( JiOO) and with 

the subtests Word Meaning (.311), Information (.282), Match

ing (.338), Copying (Jil2). I t  correlates with subtests num

bers (.227) a t .05 level of significance. Correlation with 

subtest Sentences (.01*9) is negligible.

The Frostig Total score correlates significantly at .01 level 

with Reading Achievement Test total (.382) and with subtests 

Sentence Meaning (*3Cti), Sensory Imagery (Jj2l), Relation-

■̂F. N. David, Tables of the Ordinates and Probability Interval of 
the Distribution of the Correlation Coefficient in Small Samples (Cam- 
bridge, Cambridge University Press, 1938).
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ships (.311), Visual Scrutiny (.307), Phonetic Analysis ( .2 8 3) 
and Structural Analysis ( .2 8 7). Relationships with Emotional 
Reactions is negligible.

TAJ&E 12

IMTERCORHELATIONS BETtfSa-l THE FRCSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL TESTS 
AND METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST FOR THE STUDY GROUP (N-Hl)a>b

Frostig Test
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Total .................................... loo* 311* 0U9 282* 338* 227+ 1*12*
Eye-Motor .......................... 135 089 -073 -027 135 082 137
Figure-Ground . . . . e a 353* 261* 212 + 2 UU* 312* 233+ 296*
Form Constancy . . . • • 3l2* 261* 090 361* 229+ 159 317*
Position-in-S pace . . • • l lo * 295* 1)̂ 6 31&* 361* 282* 179*
Space Relations . . . • • 239+ 282* 008 231+ 215* 121 302*

aDecimal point omitted.

+= Significance Level = ±  186.

*■ 1% Significance Level » + 2 ll.

b
r  - t

t2 + N -2

(N - df 111 -2) X 2 - .05j t  = 1.99.

F. N. David, Tables of the Ordinates and Probability Interval of 
the Distribution of the Correlation Coefficient in Small Samples (Cam
bridge : Cambridge University Press, 1938).
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TABLE 13

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE FROSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL TESTS
AND READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR STUDY GROUP ( N « l l l ) a *b
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Total • • « « « • e 382* 30U* i|21* 3Wi* lii7 307* 2 8 3* 287*
Eye-Motor . . . . 237+ 166 326* 211;+ 09k 17U 213+ lit9
Figure-Ground . . • 287* mo 278* 318* 2 0 2+ 233+ 167 181
Form Constancy • 3it7* 208+ 282* 29U* 270* 2li9* 268* 236+
Posit ion-in-S pace • 3Ut* 311* 327* 221+ 070 37U* 29l|* 293*
Space Relations . • 116 lSli 212 + 123 -109 097 Ut3 mo

a*bAs in Table 12.

TABLE lit

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE FRCSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL 
TESTS AND TEACHER EVALUATION AND DRAW-A-FIGURE 

TESTS \7ITH STUDY GROUP (N-lll)a>b

Frostig Test
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Total .............................................. 298* U20* 235+ 272*
Eye-Motor .................................... o$9 219+ -0 1 0 363
Figure-Ground .......................... 286* 261* 203+ 176 +
Font Constancy • . . • • 35h* 337* 257* l 8it+
Position-ln-Space . . . » 236+ U02* 2U3+ 231+
Space Relations . • . . • 2U6* 27&* 178+ 167+

a,bAs in Table 12*
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Frostig total score x’elates at .01 level with Teacher Evalu

ation Rating School Adjustment (.26-6) and Learning (,)j20) 

and with IA Draw-a-Figure test (.272), with the kindergarten 

Draw-a-Figure (.23?) test at .05 level.

b) Correlation Between Frostig Eye-Motor and Other Test Scores : 

Hie Frostig Eye-Mot or test measures eye control of motor ac

tiv ity , as in writing. There are no correlations of any sig

nificance with the subtests of the Metropolitan Readiness 

Test. With the Reading Achievement Test, Efc'e-Motor subtest 

shows a relationship at .Cl level of significance with only 

one subtest, Sensory Imagery (.326). There is relationship 

at .05 level with subtests Relationships (.21U) and Phonetic 

Analysis (,213)» Relationships with other subtests of the 

Reading Achievement test are all negligible •

Correlations with Teacher Evaluation Rating School Adjust

ment and both Draw-a-Figure tests are negligible. The sig

nificant relationship of the subtest Eye-Motor test suggests 

there must be a specific reason. Perhaps the reason is that 

Eye-Motor sk ill sufficient for these tests is acquired fair

ly early, as suggested by the Age-Conversion Table (Appen

dix C), and hence does not become or remain an important 

factor by the end of the f ir s t  grade. Perhaps i f  this test 

were given a t kindergarten level the results would be dif

ferent.

c) Frostig Figure-41 round Tests

The Figure-Ground subtest purports to measure recognition of 

relationships, i .e . ,  of the central focus of attention and
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the surrounding ground. Figure-Ground may be constantly 

shifting, figure may became ground and ground become figure, 

making concentration on anything in the area of focus d iffi

cult for the child trying to learn to recognize le tte rs , 

etc.

Relationships with the Metropolitan Readiness subtests Word 

Meaning (.2610, Information ( , 2 l d i ) ,  Matching (.312), and 

Copying (.296), a ll  at .Cl level of significance• Subtests 

Sentences (.212) and Numbers (.233) relate with Figure- 

Ground test at .05 level.

Figure-Ground relationships with Reading Achievement sub

tests appear less important than at the earlier level. I t  

correlates at .Cl level of significance with two subtests, 

Sensory Imagery (.27G) and Relationship (.318) and at .05 

level with Emotional Reactions (.202) and Visual Scrutiny 

(.233)* Correlations with other subtests were negli

gible .

Figure-Ground correlations with Teacher Evaluation Ratings 

are at .01 level, for School Adjustment (.286) and Learning 

(.261); and for the Draw-a-Figure tests (.203 and *176) at 

.0 5  level,

d) Frostig Form Constancy Testt

The ability  to recognize farm even when presented in differ

ent sizes, settings, orientations, e tc ., as ability to rec

ognize letters or words in different sizes, colors, etc.— 

this is form constancy perception for the child.

Form Constancy shows a .01 level of significance relation
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ship with Metropolitan Readiness subtests Word meaning (.268), 

Information (.368) and Copying (.387), with only one subtest 

Matching (,229) at .05 level.

Form Constancy appears to gain more significance at reading 

achievement level. I t  correlates at .01 level with Reading 

Achievement sub-tests Emotional Reactions (.270), Visual 

Scrutiny (.289) and Rionetic Analysis (.268). I t  correlates 

at .Cf? level with Sentence Meaning (.208) and with Structural 

Analysis (.236).

Farm Constancy relates at .01 level with Teacher Evaluation 

School Adjustment (.358) and Learning (.337), and with Kinder

garten Draw-a-Figure test (.257)* I t  relates at .05 level of 

significance with IA Draw-a-Figure (.188).

e) Frostig Position-in-Space s

According to Frostig, children showing difficulty with writ

ing, as mirror writing, reversal of le tters, etc. lack compe

tence in Position-in-Space perception. This subteat rates 

significantly at .01 level with Metropolitan Readiness sub

tests Word Meaning (.295), Information (.388), Matching (.36U), 

Numbers (.282) and Copying ( ,U79 ) ,  I t  shows negligible rela

tionship with Sentences•

With Reading Achievement subtests, pos ition-in-s pace test 

shows a correlation at .01 level with Sentence Meaning (.311), 

Sensory Imagery (.327), Visual Scrutiny (.378), Ihonetic Anal

ysis (.298), and Structural Analysis (.293). I t  relates at 

.05 level with subtests Relationships at .01 level.

Pos it  ion-in-Space test correlates at .01 level with Teacher
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Evaluation Rating Learning ( J4.O2 ) and at .05 level with 

Teacher Evaluation Rating School Adjustment (.236) and both 

Draw-a-Figure teats (.2h3 and .231).

f) Frostig Space Relations Test:

This perceptual ability is considered important for sequence, 

order, activities requiring visual memory, relationships be

tween objects, e tc . I t  may show up in a tendency to inter

change the order of words or le tters, etc.

This test relates at .01 level with Metropolitan Readiness 

subtests Word Meaning (.282), Matching (.2^5) and Copying 

(.302). I t relates at .05 level with Information (.231).

With Reading Achievement tes t, i t  correlates with only one 

subtest Sensory Imagery (.212) at .05 level; relationships 

with a ll other tests of Reading Achievement test are negli

gible. With Teacher Evaluation Rating School Adjustment 

and Learning (.2U6 and .278) at .01 level and with both 

Draw-a-Figure tests (.176 and .1 6 7 ) at .05 level of signifi

cance.

Frostig maintains that this aspect of perception is vitally 

essential for learning and that acquisition of Fosition-in- 

Space perception precedes i t  in the hierarchy of development. 

Perhaps this aspect of perception was present in sufficient 

degree in this study group and for this reason did not show 

up in the test scores, or conversely that this aspect of vis

ual perception was not required to any significant degree in 

these tests, hence did not indicate any significant correla

tion.
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g) Summary of the Stucty of Correlations Between Frostig Visual 
Perception Tests and Other Tests Used in the Study's

The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests with the exception of 

subtest Bye-Motor relate significantly with a ll  of the 

Metropolitan Readiness subtests except Sentences and Num

bers .

The Frostig subtests Form Constancy and Pos i t  ion-in-Space 

relate significantly with almost a ll of the Reading Achieve

ment subtests. This would suggest that these two subtests 

are particularly important at the f irs t  grade reading level.

2. Stucty of the Relationships Between the Metropolitan Readiness 
Test and Reading Achievement Test, Teacher Evaluation Ratings 
and Draw-a-Figure Tests.

a) Because of the tentative postulation that the Metropolitan 

Readiness test scores migvt provide some clues from which a 

prediction of reading achievement might be made, the Metro

politan Readiness test and other tests of the correlation 

table were studied. These relationships are shown in Tables 

l£ and 16.

Metropolitan Total scores relate at .01 level of signifi

cance with Reading Achievement subtests sentence Meaning 

(•399), Sensory Imagery (.320), Relationships (.372), Emo

tional Reactions (.302), Visual Scrutiny (.353*)* Bionetic 

Analysis (.1*13) and Structural Analysis (.385). This test 

total correlates at .01 level with both Teacher Evaluation 

Ratings (.396 and .1*96) and with kindergarten Draw-a-Figure 

(.272).

b) Mstropclitan Subtest Word Meaning:

This test shows relationship of .01 level of significance
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INTERC ORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE DRAW-A-FIGURE TESTS AND
METROPOLITAN READINESS AND READING ACHIEVEMENT

TESTS FOR STUDY GROUP (N«lll)a>b
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only, with Reading Achievement subtest Phonetic Analysis (.26?) 

and with Teacher Evaluation Rating Tor School Adjustment (.290). 

I t  relates at .05 level with Reading Achievement subtests Rela

tionships (.228), Emotional Reactions (.218), Structural Anal

ysis (.215) and with Teacher Evaluation Rating Learning (.215). 

Perhaps the skill required for this test is so fundamental for 

pre-reading level that i t  does not appear to contribute to re

lationships at the reading level,

c) Metropolitan Readiness Subtest Sentences:

This te s t correlates significantly at .01 level wiih nearly 

»n the tests with Reading Achievement subtests Sentence Mean

ing (.309), Relationships (.3U7), Emotional Reactions (.306), 

Visual Scrutiny (.320), fhonetic Analysis (.270) and Struc

tural Analysis ( .31h). I t  relates at .01 with Teacher Evalua-



tion Rating School Adjustment and Learning (.319 and .290) 

and with kindergarten Draw-a-Figure at .05 level.

d) Metropolitan Readiness Subtest Informations

Tliis test correlates at .01 level with Teacher Evaluation 

Learning (.203). I t  shows relationships at .05 level with 

subtests Relationships (.236), Phonetic Analysis (.237) and 

with both Teacher Evaluation Rating School Adjustment (.235). 

Pterhaps this skill is similar to Word Meaning, so basic that 

i t  does not appear to show any relationship with most of the 

test.

e) Metropolitan Readiness Subtest Matching:

This test correlates at .01 level of significance with sub

test Sensory Imagery (.25^), Phonetic Analysis (.323) and 

with Teacher Evaluation Rating Learning (JiOO) .

f) Metropolitan Subtest Numbers:

This test shows high correlation at .01 level with Sentence 

Meaning (.300), Relationships (.256), Visual Scrutiny (.3U7), 

Phonetic Analysis (.3U0), Structural Analysis (.381), with 

both Teacher Evaluation Ratings (.3^1 and .399) and with the 

kindergarten Draw-a-Figure (.261). I t  shows relationship at 

.05 level with sub test Sentence Imagery (.220) and IA Draw-a- 

Figure (.205).

g) Metropolitan Readiness Subtest Copying:

This test shows a .01 level of significance correlation with 

a ll of the tests except IA Draw-a-Figure • Relationship with 

subtest Sentence Meaning (.5140# Sensory Imagery (.399), Re

lationships (.28U), Emotional Reactions (.281;), Visual Scru-
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tiry (J-i£8), Phonetic Analysis (.303), Structural Analysis 

( .Iill), with both Teacher Evaluation Ratings (*290 and «U08) 

and with kindergarten Draw-a-Figure Teat (*351).

Teacher Evaluation Ratings show correlations at significant 

levels, with a ll of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests and 

with the other tests used in this study. The correlation 

with the Learning Rating was higher in each instance than the 

School Ad justmant Rating, indicating probably that the teach

ers ' judgments were more accurate in this area. Possibly the 

operational definition of School Adjustment as used by Fros

tig was not made sufficiently clear to them, or this evalua

tion tends to be more subjective.

h) Summary of the Study of Relationships Between Metropolitan 
Readiness Tests and Other Tests of the Study:

The subtests of the Metropolitan Readiness that show the high

est correlations with the other tests used in the study were 

Copying, Sentences, and Numbers, in that order. If any inves

tigation of possible indicators of learning difficulty should 

be studied, these three appear to give more promise than any 

others •

C. Factor Analytic Stucfar of the Test Variables

The correlation matrix for the factor analysis of the Study Group is 

given in Apnendix D.

The principal axes factor analysis was carried out on the 22 variable

matrix. Six factors were extracted and their loadings are presented

in Table 17. The factors were rotated to orthogonal simple struc

ture using the Kaiser̂ - Varimax criterion. The rotated factor matrix

Ĥenry Kaiser, Ibid.
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is shown in Table 18. The sum of the squares of each row of this 

factorial table is the coraraunality, h2.

TABLE 17

FACTOR ANALYSTS BY PRINCIPAL AXES METHOD* 
22 VARIABLES BEFORE ROTATION-STUDY 

GROUP DATA (N-lll)

Variables I II i n IV V VI Ccranu.
h2

1. Draw-a-Figure .......................... 1*58 087 -000 -217 -156 069 0.1*05
2. IA. Draw-a-Figure . . . . 371 078 -11*1 -065 -100 127 0.321*
3. Metro Word Meaning . . . • 1*62 -570 232 -037 -083 -079 0.61*0
1*. Metro Sentences . . . . . 1*1*3 -101* 1*0* -01*7 -075 052 0.380
5. Metro Information . . . . 1*59 -601 212 0*3 -01*1* -0 0 3 0.61*0
6. Metro M atching..................... 1*80 -1*70 032 083 289 181* 0.527
7. Metro Numbers • • • . . . 570 -21*1 197 -191 190 182 0.527
8. MBtro Copying . . . . . . 61*3 032 -231* -11*0 019 173 0.51*1*
9. R. Ach. Sentence Meaning • 712 396 01*9 -1 5 0 158 -017 0.701

10. R. Ach. Sentence Imagery # 61*2 216 -261* 159 009 205 0.578
11. R. Ach. Relationships . . • 621 178 030 116 -2 6 3 11*7 0.5U2
12. R. Ach. Emotional Reactions 520 218 335 237 -083 -101 0.501
13. R. Ach. Visual Scrutiny . • 766 1*06 062 -009 112 -01*3 0.701
11*. R. Ach. Phonetic Analysis • 61*0 116 136 281 331 -213 0.677
15. R. Ach. Structual Analysis • 663 320 113 -305 -093 -085 0.690
16. Teach. Eval. School Adj. # 532 -063 096 -015 -271* -208 0.1*72
17. Teacher Eval. Learning . • 711 01*2 -01*6 086 116 -103 0.567
18. Frostig Eye-Motor . . . . 283 013 -398 303 -016 -001 0.31*2
19. Froetig Figure-Ground . • • 1*29 171 -112 203 -199 196 0.31*2
20. Frostig Constancy . . . . • 1*70 ll*7 -121 137 -227 -130 0.361*
21. Froetig Position-in-3 pace • £51* 21*1 -356 -167 099 -087 0.525
22. Frostig Space Relations . • 351* 308 -505 -161 -001* -258 0.525

i * s■ ■ Common Factor Variance • 6.655 1.761* 1.176 0.623 0.591 0.1*39 11.21*8

Per cent Ratio of Common Factor 
Variance . . . . . . . . . . . 72.6 19.2 12.8 06.8 06.1* Gl*.8 100.00

Decimals emitted.

A number of points may be noted concerning the explanation of 

the factor analysis. In attempting to interpret the factors, Thur-
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A projection is not considered as significant in naning a factor 
unless i t  is as large as .UO. Other factor loadings of *U0 or high
er tend to aid in interpreting the nature of the factor. However,
Gattell is of the opinion that loadings as low as ,20 to ,25 are ad
equate for this purpose.

TABLE 18

FACTOR ANALYSIS BY PRINCIPAL AYES METHOD* WITH ROTATION BY 
THE KAISER VARIMAX CRITERION FOR STUDY GROUP (N-lll)

Test Variables Factor
I

Factor
II

Factor
III

Factor
IV

Factor
V

Factor
VI

Coramu-
nali-
ties

h2

1. Kind.Draw-a-Figure U26 152 122 232 111 088 29U
2. IA. Draw-a-Figure 306 068 151 126 2U0 008 19U
3. Metro. Word Meaning 077 7U0 11*7 -007 -005 178 607
U. MBtro. Sentences 3^7 h57 -179 055 —OOli 131 381
5. Metro. Information om 762 123 052 076 115 6 2 0
6. Jfctro. Matching 130 633 169 -170 173 -269 577
7. Metro, Numbers 396 566 066 073 021 -201 527
8. Metro. Copying 506 2 Oli 322 119 302 -115 520
9. Re ad. Ach .Sentence Mean. 83H 05U 089 -0 3 6 05U -053 713

10. Read.Ach.Sensory Imag. 5U1 oUh 192 -081 505 -071 597
11. Read.Ach.Relationships 522 169 -015 063 Ulli 213 522
12. Re ad.Ach.Emo.Reactions 523 192 -225 221 125 280 50U
13. Read .Ach .Vis .Scrutiny 850 069 057 -132 Ihh 031 769
Ui. Read .Ach .Rionet .Analy • 579 2U8 0U8 -523 059 007 676
15. Read .Ach .Struc .Analy. 766 100 103 180 -028 155 66U
16. Tchr .Eval .Rat .Sch .Ad j • 370 302 151 015 08U 396 1415
17. Tchr.Eval.Rat.Learning 572 271 233 -225 181 0U9 51*1
18. Frostig Eye—Motor 102 -02i8 298 -23U U17 030 331
19. Frostig Figure-Ground 1U6 297 112 00U U61 102 3U5
20. Frostig Form Constancy 213 256 261 -078 263 299 3blx
21. Frostig Position-in-Sp. 293 297 585 -008 128 -069 537
22. Frostig Space Relations 071 169 725 -017 067 063 568

^ a 2 ■ Total Conmon Variance 6.655 1.76U 1.176 0.623 0.597 OJi39 11.21*8

Per cent Ratio of Caramon 
Factor Variance 59.2 15.6 lO.Ji 05.5 05.2 03.9 100.0

■“Decimals emitted.

•*L. L. Thurstone, Primary Mental Abilities (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1938), cliap. %

Raymond B, Cattell, Factor Analysis (New York: Harper Bros..
1952). -----------------------------
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Fruchter^ observes: Factor loadings of .2 or less are usually

regarded as insignificant; loadings of .2-.3 as low; .3-.5 as moderate; 

•5-»7 as high and above .7 as very high.

Since factor loadings tend to diminish in magnitude progressive

ly, the factor loadings after Factor I were considered on a relative ba

s is , i .e . ,  the highest loadings in each column were considered in the 

interpretation of the nature of the factor. In general, factor loadings 

were considered significant if  they were above J^.3.

For purposes of prediction and scientific identification of fun-
2

damental tra its , Fruchtor notes that primary interest is in the common 

factor variances, since a variable will predict only to the extent to 

which i t  correlates with some criterion or factor.

Many °f the test coefficients or factor loadings in a ll  the fac

tors except Factor I were negative in sign. However these negative signs 

ware disregarded since a positive correlation coefficient represents a 

pair of test vectors with acute angular separation and a negative corre

lation represents a pair of vectors with obtuse angular separation.

Fruchter^ observes that in dealing with temperament and tra its , 

e tc ., both positive and negative loadings occur and the restriction of 

positive manifold does not apply. in that case bi-polar factors fre

quently occur, but the criteria  for simple structure can s t i l l  be applied.

In the interpretations of the nature of the factors not only the 

high but the insignificant loadings were considered. The high loading in

spected for interpretation of the nature of the factor were marked in

^Benjamin FVuchter, Introduction to Factor Analysis (New York:
D. Van Nostrand, Inc., 195h), p. 1*6.

p
Fruchter, ibid., p. l£ l. Benjamin Fruchter, ibid., p. H I.
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each table with an asterisk.

Factor I

In Factor I, tentatively named "Verbal Relations," the f i r s t  col

umn had 59*2 per cent ratio of the common variance, only six of the tes t 

variables were not involved in the variance of this factor and this fac

tor did not enter negatively into any of the tests • The loadings are 

shown in Table 19.

The highest loadings in this factor were subtests from the Read

ing Achievement Teat, Visual Scrutiny, with factor loading .850, Sen

tence Meaning .830, and Structural Analysis .766, a ll very high loadings. 

Each of these tests requires comprehension of sentence meanings, as well 

as words. Subtest Sentence Meaning requires recognition of pronoun ref

erences within the sentence, Visual Scrutiny requires discrimination be

tween similar word forms, Structural Analysis measures ability  to attack 

word forms; as compound words farmed from two known words, or words 

formed by adding s or 's  of possession.

Four tests have near zero loadings, Metropolitan subtest Word 

Meaning (079), Matching (130), and three Frostig Subtests, E^e-Motor with 

fac tor loading 102, Figure-liround Hj.6.

The very high loadings of the three subtests of this Factor I , 

a l l  requiring considerable verbal comprehension, would suggest that the 

nature of this factor may be a simple version of Thurstone1 primary 

mental ability , that he termed "verbal relations."

Factor II

Factor II  was tentatively named "Verbal-Pictures Discrimination." 

The second column loadings are shown in Table 20. Twelve of the 22 test

L. Thurs tone, Primary Mental A bilities, p. 8h*
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variables contribute to the conrion variance of this factor. The three 

highest loadings are subtests of the Metropolitan Readiness Test, Infor

mation with a factor loading .762, Word Meaning .7UC, and Matching .633* 

The f irs t two tests with the hi^i loadings require general information 

and comprehension of word meanings, as recognized in pictures. The 

third test requires discrimination to match identical pictures•

TABLE 19

FACTOR I - "VERBAL RELATIONS"

Test No. Test Name Loading*

13 Reading Achievement, Visual Scrutiny .8£0*
9 Reading Achievement, Sentence Meaning • 83U-*

15 Reading Achievement, Struct. Analysis .766*
1h Reading Achievement, Fhonetic Analysis .579
17 Teacher Evaluation Rating, Learning .572
10 Reading Achievement, Sensory Imagery •5Ui
12 Reading Achievement, Emo. Reactions .523
11 Reading Achievement, Relationships .522
8 Metropolitan Readiness, Copying .506
1 Kindergarten, Draw-a-Figure .1*26
7 Metropolitan Readiness* Numbers .396

16 Teacher Evaluation, School Adjustment .370
h Metropolitan Readiness, Sentences .31*7
2 IA Draw-a-Figure .306

21 Prostig Positian-in-Space .293
20 Frostig Form Constancy .213

Common Variance of Factor 6.655

Per cent Ratio of Common Factor Variance 59.2

^H ighest lo a d in g s .

Three of the Frostig subtests contribute a small amount to the 

common variance of this factor; Figure-Ground .297, Position-in-S pace 

•297* and Form Constance .256, a l l  fairly low loadings.

Variables with near zero loadings are IA Draw-a-Figure +.068;
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Reading Achievement subteats Sensory Imagery +.Qbl|.; Visual Scrutiny 

+.069; and Structural Analysis +.100, as well as Frostig Itye-Motor .0^8. 

The Draw-a-Figure Test and Frostig Eye-Mot or involve some measure of con

trol of eye movements. The other three subtests appear to require some 

degree of discrimination. These appear not to be involved in the consaon 

variance of this factor.

TABUS 20

FACTOR II - "VERBAL-PICTURES DISCRIMINATION1*

Test No. Test Name Loadings

5 Metropolitan subtest Information .762*
3 Metropolitan subtest Word Meaning .7U>
6 Metropolitan rubtest Matching .633*
7 Metropolitan subtest Numbers .£66
a Metropolitan subtest Sentences .U57

16 Teacher Evaluation School Adjustment .3 0 2
19 Frostig subtest Figure-Ground .297
21 Frostig subtest Pos ition-in-Space .297
17 Teacher Evaluation Learning .271
20 Frostig subtest Form Constance .256
ia Reading Achievement Fhonetic Analysis .2U8
8 Metropolitan subtest Copying .20U

Common Variance of Factor 1.76U

Per cent ratio of common Factor variance 15.6

‘"Highest loadings.

The nature of this factor possibly "verbol-picture discrimina

tion1’ would appear to be similar to the nature of Factor I , in that i t  is 

word and information comprehension; however, a ll these high tests in

volve recognition of pictures, picture details, and the like, which appa

rently requires a different kind of discrimination than the high vari-
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ables of Factor I. As an indication of this those sets of test vari

ables are sufficiently unlike that they take opposite positions in the 

two factors. In the f irs t  factor, Visual Scrutiny, Sentence Meaning, 

and Structural Analysis have high loadings and near zoro loadings in 

Factor II. The converse of this is true of subtests Information, Word 

Meaning, and Matching.

Three of the Frostig subtests are present with low loadings in

this factor. However, i t  is not clear what contribution they make to 

the nature of the factor, i f  any.

Factor III

Factor III was called the "Space Perception" factor. Table 21 

shows the test variables that contribute to the conation variance of Fac

tor III . Only seven of the 22 variables have loadings greater than .2.

The three highest factor loadings are Froetig Space Relations 

with loading of +.725; Fosition-in-Space +.585, and Metropolitan Readi

ness subtest Copying +.298. The subtest Space Relations test requires 

the duplication of patterns by linking dots. The Froetig Posltion-in- 

Space tests discrimination of like and unlike objects. The subtest Cop

ying requires the recognition of a form, apprehension of i t  and eye-hand 

coordination to reproduce i t .

The near zero loadings are the Metropolitan subtest Numbers 

+ .066; Reading Achievement subtest Sentence Meaning +.089; Relationships 

.015; Visual Sorutiqy +.057; Phonetic Analysis +.01*8. The numbers test 

involves understanding of numbers, to count objects, etc. Sentence Mean

ing* Relationships and Visual Scrutiny each require a degree of compre

hension of sentence meaning. Rionetie Analysis requires association of 

sounds with in itia l consonant letters in words. None of these appear to
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contribute anything to the contnon variance of* this factor.

TABLE 21 

FACTOR III -  "SPACE PERCEPTION"

Test No. Test Name Loadings

22 Frostig subtest Space Relations .725*
21 Frostig subtest Pos ition-in-Space .585*
8 Metropolitan subtest Copying .322*

18 Frostig subtest Sye-Motor .298
20 Froetig subtest Form Constancy .261
17 Teacher evaluation Learning •233
12 Reading Achievement Emotional Reactions .225

Common variance of factor ............................... 1.176

Per cent ratio of common Factor variance ...................... 10 .U

^H ighest lo ad in g s

This factor would appear to be perceptual in nature, each of 

these test variables requiring somewhat similar sk ills , i .e . ,  a facility  

in spatial and visual imagery. This factor appears to share some of the 

characteristics of T h u r s t o n e ' s ^*2 Space Perceptual factor, noted in his 

primary mental abilities studies and factorial studies in perception. 

Factor IV

This factor was designated "Auditory Perception." Table 22 in

dicates the test variables that contribute to the common variance of 

this factor. Only five variables have loadings above .2.

■̂L. L. Thurs tone, Primary Mental Abilities, pp. 79-80.

2
L. L. Thurstone, "A Factorial Study of Perception," Psychometric 

Monographs, No. U (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19U7)» PD. 125-
30.
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TABLE 22

FACTOR IV - "AUDITORY PERCEPTION"

Test No. Test Name Loadings

1h Reading Achievement Phonetic Analysis -.523*
18 Frostig subtest Eye-mot or -.23U*
1 Kindergarten Draw-a-Figure .232*

17 Teacher Evaluation School Adjustment -.225
12 Reading Acliievement Emotional Reactions -.221

Ccmmon variance of factor .................................................................. 0.623

Per cent ratio of carauon Factor variance .......................... 05.5

"’’Highest loadings.

The three test variables with highest loadings are Reading

Achievement subtest Phonetic Analysis, with a loading .523j and Frostig 

subtest Eye-Motor .23k and kindergarten Draw-a-Figure .232. Subtest 

Phonetic Analysis requires ability to associate sounds with in itia l con

sonant letters and recognize the word represented by a picture. The 

Frostig Eye-Hotor requires the child to draw straight and curved lines 

within increasingly narrcw boundaries, a task requiring some degree of 

eye-hand coordination. The Draw-a-Figure te3t involves drawing a figure 

as best he is able, again a task involving coordination. The last two 

tests appear to have something in coirxnon. The skill necessary for Pho

netic Analysis seems more in the nature of a possible auditory percep

tion. There were no other tests of this nature in the battery, which 

may be the reason there are no others of a similar loading. One test is 

scarcely enough for the naming of a factor, so the suggestion that this 

is auditory perceptual in nature can be only tentative only.
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The near zero loadings are many, including practically a ll the 

test variables not contributing to the variance. This suggests that the 

nature of this factor is possibly unique.

Factor V

Factor V was named "Discrimination of Embedded Figures." Table 

23 gives the test variables that contribute to this factor. Seven test 

variables show factor loadings above .2. The four variables with highest 

loadings for this fact ox’ are Reading Achievement subtest Sentence Imagery 

with a loading of +.505, Frostig Figure-Ground + .U61, ana Frostig Eye-Mo

tor *.U17. Reading Achievement subtest Relationships + JxlH has almost as 

high a loading as Frostig Eye-Motor, for this reason i t  was included with 

other high loadings •

Reading Achievement subtest Sensory Imagery requires the child to 

associate sensory images with both oral and printed language. In the 

Frostig subtest Figure-Ground the child discriminates between intersec

ting figures, ^n embedded figures test. Frostig subtest EJye-Jlotor re

quires the child to draw straight and curved lines between increasingly 

narrow boundaries, involving a degree of eye-hand control. Reading 

Achievement subtest Relationships tests the child1s ability to anticipate 

outcomes on the basis of logical relationships.

The near zero loadings are chiefly variables involved in word and 

sentence comprehension; Metropolitan subtests Word Meaning .005; Sen

tences .OOlt; Information +.076; Numbers +.021; Reading Achievement sub

tests Sentence Meaning .0£]j,; Phonetic Analysis +.059; Structural Analysis 

.028. In addition to these low loadings were Teacher Evaluation Rating 

School Adjustment +.08U and Frostig subtest Space Relations +.067. None 

of these appear to enter Into the coranon variance of this factor.
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TABLE 23
FACTOR V - "DISCRIMINATION OF EMBEDDED FIGURES"

Test No. Test Name Loadings

10 Reading Achievement subtest Sensory Imagery .505*
19 Frostig subtest Fi gure-Ground .1*61*
18 Frostig subtest Eye-Motor M i l *
11 Reading Achievement subtest Relationships .1*11**
8 Metropolitan subtest Copying .302

20 Frostig subtest Form Constancy .263
2 IA Draw-a-Figure .21*0

Common variance of factor 0.597

Per cent ratio of common Factor variance • • • • . 05.2

^Highest loadings.

There seem to be some common elements in these test variables,

as association of sensory imagery with oral and printed language, dis

crimination of embedded figures, logical relationships. These a ll sug

gest a possible perceptual factor here. Perhaps a somewhat elementary 

version similar to the perceptual factor Thurstons**- called C ,̂ strength 

of closure, which facilitates the retention of a figure in a distracting 

field.

Factor VI

Factor Vi's naming is quite tentative but i t  suggests '♦Discrimi

nation of Form." Table 21* shows the factor loadings on the six test var

iables that contribute to the common variance of this factor; none of 

them are high. Possibly the extraction of factors could have been ter

*X. L. Thurs tone, Mechanical Aptitudes III, Analysis of Group 
Tests, Psychometric Monograph, No. 55 (Chicago: Imiversity of Chicago
Press, 191*9), p. 1*7.
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minated with five factors, since Factor VI has only *U39 of the common 

factor variance, or a per cent ratio of 0 3 .9 .

TABLE 2h

FACTOR VI - "DIBCRIHIHATICN OF FORM1' (TENTATIVE)

Test No. Test Name Loadings

16 Teacher Evaluation School adjustment .396*
20 Frostig subtest Form Constancy .299*
12 Reading Achieve, subtest Emo. Reactions .280*
6 Metropolitan subtest Matching -.269*

11 Reading Achieve, subtest Relationships .213
7 Met. Readiness subtest Numbers -.201

Common variance of fa c to r .......................... O.L39

Per cent ratio of coitmon factor variance . . . . . 03.9

■“Highest loadings*

The four variables with highest loadings are Teacher Evalua

tion Rating for School Adjustment +.396; Frostig Form Constancy 

+.299; Reading Achievement subtest Emotional Reactions +.280; and 

Metropolitan subtest Matching .296, None of these loadings are very 

hig£i to be considered more than tentatively for naning the factor* How

ever, there do appear to be sane common elements. The Teacher Evalua

tion Rating School Adjustment is a measure used by the teacher of a 

child's ability to cooperate aid adjust to classroom routines* Just 

what aspect of this variable contributes to this factor is not clear.

In Frostig subtest Form Constancy the child is required to recognize 

squares and circles among other shapes on the page* Reading Achievement 

subtest Emotional Reactions tests the child's ability to identify the 

emotional reactions of story characters on the basis of the printed text
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alone. Metropolitan Subtest Matching requires the child to recognize 

like objects. The last three tests appear to require recognition of 

farm and to identify the pictured response of the story figures. I t is 

not quite clear how the Teacher Evaluation Rating School Adjustment 

could be interpreted with this group. There are, no doubt, many aspects 

of this test variable that are not clearly defined. A tentative sugges

tion for naming this factor would be that i t  could be a third perceptual 

factor, possibly discrimination of farm. Further experimentation with 

other tests of a similar type might be able to verify th is.

Summary of Findings of Factor Analysis

Six factors were extracted in the principal axes factor analysis 

of the 22 test variable matrix. The factor that showed up most clearly 

was Factor I , which seemed to be a verbal comprehension factor, possibly 

similar to Thurstone's^- "Verbal Relatione*" Sixteen of the 22 test vari

ables contributed to the common variance of this factor.

The second factor with fewer loadings appeared to be verbal in 

nature, though apparently quite different from the nature of Factor I . 

This, seemingly, was because of the different type of discrimination re

quired. The tests with hij^i loadings in Factor II require discrimina

tion of information gained frcn pictures, whereas the hif£i variables of 

Factor I required comprehension of the printed text.

Factor III appears to be spatial perceptual in nature, involving 

the Frostig subtest Space Relations and Pos ition-in-Space.

Factor IV had only one variable with a factor loading high enough

to be considered significant. This one test appeared to be auditory per

ceptual in nature. There were no other tests in the battery that appear

"̂L. L. Thurs tone, Primary Mental Abilities, pp. 79-80.
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to be similar in requirements. Perhaps further experimental study with 

auditory perceptual tests might verify this*

The fifth  factor appeared to be a second perceptual factor, in

volving discrimination of embedded figures, or possibly a somewhat ele

mentary version of Thurstone*s^ "Strength of Closure** factor which fa

cilitates the retention of a figure in a distracting field .

Tlie sixth factor had no factor loadings above .1*0 and the com

mon factor variance was only Ja39, suggesting that the factor analysis 

might have been terminated with the fifth  factor. However, there ap

peared to be some unity of elements in the loadings high f°r the factor, 

that suggested that this might be a third perceptual factor, possibly of 

the nature of farm discrimination.

In each of these factors, one or more of the Frostig Visual Per

ceptual tests were invol^d in the common variance of the factor, in the 

tests, other than the perceptual ones, though their loadings were low.

I t  is not clear i f  there is any significance to this fact. Pcesibly 

grouped together they might be considered as a group factor or perhaps 

they have same significance in terms of validity. Cronbach.2 has pointed 

out the importance of this type of contribution to the design of testing 

programs•

No unique or specific factors were discovered in the Frostig Vis

ual Perceptual Tests. Other test variables contributed to the common 

factor variance in conjunction with the Frostig subtests. Two perceptual

*̂ L. L. Thurstone, '’Factorial Study of Perception,** Psychometric 
Monograph, No. U; (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19U7)* pp. 125-
50.

2
Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing, 2nd ed. 

(New York: Harper & Bros., i960).
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factors, one of space perception and one of strength of closure or em

bedded figures were tentatively identified. I t  was tentatively specu

lated that a third factor, form discrimination, might be identified with 

further testing.

One other factorial study of the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests 

has been reported recently. Corah and Powell̂ - studied a group of 1*0 nur

sery school children. The Phil Range Picture Vocabulary test was used 

as a measure of intelligence; Oient Overlapping Geometric Figure as a 

measure of form discrimination and a form constancy test by Ardis and 

Fraser was given. The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests were also adminis

tered. Age in months and sex were additional test variables. As they 

reported the results of their factor analysis, two major factors appeared 

to account for most of the variance; general intelligence with moderate 

loadings on Frostig subtosts Position-in-Space and Space Relations; and 

a second factor that indicated developmental changes in perception, with 

moderate loadings on the other three Frostig subtests.

They considered that the range of scores was quite restricted in 

the age range of their study (50-76 months with a man age of 63.2 months) 

and surmised that the intersubtest correlations of the Frostig Visual Per

ceptual Tests were probably lower than they should have been.
p

Frostig and colleagues, in their recent standardization of tests 

used with children, ages three to nine years, pointed out that they did 

not give data on nursery school children in their intersubtest correla-

"Hjorman L. Corah end Barbara J. Powell, HA Factor Analytic Study 
of the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception,” Perceptual and 
Motor Skills. 1963, 16, pp. 59-63.

2
Marianne Frostig, Phyllis Maslow, D. Welty Lefever, and John R.

B. Whittlesey, Developmental Test of Visual Perception, 1962 Standardisa
tion, pre-publication copy.’”
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lation tables of different age groups. They considered sarnie sizes for 

these age levels were too small and were possibly biased since they rep

resented only children attending nursery school.

Tables 2J> and 26 compare the Corah and Powell study (N"bO) with 

Frostig's^ kindergarten group (N»38£) and the present study group (N-lll) 

with Frostig1s f irs t grade group (N-33U). Frostig noted that the gener

al size of intersubtest correlations tended to diminish with advancing 

age. These tables appear to bear this out. Hie average intersubtest 

correlation with the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests on the nursery 

school group was .U3, for the kindergarten group .29, for the two firs t 

grade groups the average intercorrelation was .33 and .28 respectively.

Frostig suggests that this downward trend is probably due to 

progressive differentiation of perceptual ability. This might account 

for the difference in factor analysis results, e.g., high intersubtest 

correlations at the lower age level would indicate fewer factors. More 

factors would become evident as the intercorrelation decreased.

This present study with f irs t graders revealed two perceptual

factors and a speculative third, with additional low loadings of visual
2

perceptual test variables on a ll the factors. The Corah and Powell 

study with only UO nursery school children named only one perceptual 

factor with other perceptual variables as a part of the common variance 

of the general intelligence factor. Frostig's carments about a nursery 

school group would appear to apply to this small and special group. An

other contributing element in the nature of the factors discovered might

1Ibld.

2Norraan L. Corah and Barbara J. Powell, op. c i t .
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TABLE 25

INTERC CRREI ATI CHS WITHIN THE FROSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL TESTS 
IN DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS POPULATIONS

(Mean Age 63.2, N-UO, Nursery School Children) 
Corah and Powell Data

Subteat I II in IV V

Subteat I • • •5o .18 •51 .53
II • • • • .U9 •31 .53

in • • • • e • .31* •3U
IV • • • • • • • • .57
V ♦ • • • • • • • • •

Total of interc or relations ■ U30

Average of intercorrelations - .1*3

(Mean Age 6 7 .9 , N-385, K indergarten) 
F ro s t ig  Data

Subtest I • • .26 .17 0 6 .26
n • • • • a* 2 .33 .37

n r • • • • • • .39 .31
IV • • • • • • • • •1*8
V • • • • • • • • • #

T o ta l of in te rc o r r e la t io n s  -  295

Average of intercorrelations - .29
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TABLE 26

INTERCORRELATIONS WITHIN THE FROSTIG VISUAL PERCEPTUAL TESTS
IN TWO FIRST GRADE GROUPS

(No Mean Age A v a ilab le , N-331;, F i r s t  Grade) 
F ro s t ig  Data

S u b tes t I I I i n IV V

S u b te s t I • # .26 .28 .36 . f\3 CO

I I e • • • .Ui .30 •3U
I I I • • •  • • • .31 •35

IV • • • • •  e • • J a

V
• • •  e • • • * • •

T o ta l of in te r c  o r re la t io n s  -  330

Average of in te r c o r r e la t io n s  » .33

(Mean Age 85.2 Mo.,  N - l l l ,  F i r s t  Grade) 
Stuffy Group Data

S u b te s t I • % •3h .2 1 .2 0 .32
I I • » • # •2U .29 .13

in • • • • • • .30 •2U
IV • • • • •  • • • .52
V • • • • • • • • • •

T o ta l o f in te r c o r r e la t io n s  -  2797

Average o f in te r c  o r re la t io n s  -  .280
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possibly bo a function of the kinds of tests used, several of ■which ap

pear to bo perceptual in nature, as the Ghent Overlapping Figures and 

the Form Constancy tes t.

The reported research on the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests is 

s t i l l  quite limited. As the tests become more widely used and further 

research, including factor analysis, is carried out, no doubt compara

tive studies of the Tests will provide useful information about the 

Tests.



CHAPTER III

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was twofold* Part 1. To prepare from 

a rerview of literature, a synthesis of information that is available 

through research and other sources, concerning the five aspects of visu

al perception considered by Frostig as important for early school learn

ing, and Part 2, to evaluate the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a 

predictor of reading achievement in f irs t  grade children.

Previous studies of the role of perception in the beginning 

learning of the young school child have indicated that certain aspects 

of perception contribute to learning to read. The purpose of this study 

was to evaluate a new group of visual perceptual tests -that can be used 

in the classroom by the teacher. This instrument, the Frostig Visual 

Perceptual Tests, is reported to measure the competence of the child in 

perceptual skills and evaluate his need far remedial teaching in specif

ic aspects of perception. In terms of the perplexing problems of fa il

ure in f irs t  grade reading and the problems of prediction of which chil

dren will or will not achieve reading skills in the f i r s t  grade, an 

evaluation of this test seemed to merit investigation.

Summary of the Investigation

Part 1 of the investigation was a collation of the relevant re

search reviewed, on the development of visual perception in the young 

school age child. This was done, after a fairly  extensive stucfy of the

97
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literature, to provide a background for the aspects of visual perception 

vised by Frostig in her tests. This collation of research data is not 

claimed to be an exhaustive review of literature but rather may be cate

gorized as a dimension of one domain of the taxonony of educational ob

jectives ; a dimension of visual perception.

A number of studies that were examined, explored the role or 

function of visual perception in the learning at late elementary and at 

early elementary school level. The studies of the function of visual 

perception in f irs t  grade children tppeared to indicate the substantial 

importance of visual perception in the beginning learning at this age 

level.

One aspect in the literature examined, striking by reason of its  

absence, was the lack of information about problems of dysfunction in 

any area of visual perception, or of implications far learning in the 

presence of dysfunction* The studies, reviewed, appeared to indicate 

that there may be a wide range of individual variation in visual percep

tion in "normal" children. Hcwever, aside from the teaching aids Fros

tig  has developed, there appears to be quite limited research or of ma

terials prepared for vise in this area, except for the extensive studies 

with brain-injured children, as, eg., the work of Strauss and co-work

ers*

Part 2 of the investigation was a study of the value of the 

Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests as a predictor of perceptual and reading 

achievement*

The study group was selected from grade 1A, in one school sys

tem* The children were given the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests and a 

Draw-a-Person Test near the end of the spring school session. Scores of
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the Metropolitan Readiness and Reading Achievement Tests and other data 

were obtained from each child’s Cumulative School Record Form. Complete 

data were obtained on 111  children who were designated the study group.

Coefficients of correlation were obtained between the scores on 

all the data, and intercorrelations were studied to discover what common 

bonds existed among the tests themselves.

A factor analysis was computed on the test variables that showed 

significant relationships. This wa3 done to determine the underlying 

functional unities or common factors present in this group of test vari

ables. There were studied and interpreted subjectively in terms of this 

present study.

Specific Findings 

The specific findings of this study were the hypotheses to be 

tested. They were in two groups - (1) those concerned with the findings 

in the study of the relationsliipe of test variables, and (2 ), those in 

relation to the factor analytic study.

Hypotheses Related to the Correlation Between Test Variables

These research hypotheses were tested against corresponding sta

tis tica l or null hypotheses ana the high points of the alternative hy

potheses then considered. A level of significance of at the least .05 

was required for rejection of the null hypotheses.

1. Hypothesis: The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests total score
will show significant relationships with the Metropolitan Read
iness Test confirming the importance of visual perception in be
ginning reading.

The null hypothesis, in this case, would be that the Frostig 

Visual Perceptual Tests total score will show zero or negligible rela

tionship with the Metropolitan Readiness Test total score, indicating
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that visual perception appears to be negligible in importance in begin

ning reading.

The null fyrpothesis may be rejected here because the Frostig 

Visual Perceptual Tests total score shows significant relationship at 

.01 level with the Metropolitan Readiness Test total scare.

Hence the alternative hypothesis, as stated above, may be con

sidered. With the exception of Frostig subtest Sye-Motor, the Frostig 

subtests correlated significantly at .01 level with a ll  of tlie Metropol

itan Readiness subtests except Sentences and Numbers subtests. Subtest 

Numbers correlated with Frostig subtest Position-in-3pace at .01 level 

and at .C5 level with subtest Figure-Ground. Subtest Sentences shows 

negligible relationships with all  of the Frostig subtests except Figure- 

Ground subtest at ,C£ level.

The high correlations between most of these Frostig subtests 

and the Metropolitan subtests appears to confirm the alternative hypoth

esis that visual perception as measured by the Frostig Visual Perceptu

al Tests is important in beginning reading.

2. Hypothesis t Hie Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests total score
will show significant relationship with the Reading Achievement 
Test, confirming the importance of visual perception in reading 
at the f irs t  grade level.

The null hypothesis, in this case, would be that the Frostig 

Visual Perceptual Tests will show zero or negligible relationship with 

the Reading Achievement Test, thus indicating that visual perception is 

of l i t t le  significance in reading at the f irs t  grade level.

The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests total score correlated sig

nificantly with the Reading Achievement total score at the .01 level, 

thus the null hypothesis may be rejected, v'he alternative hypothesis 

may be considered, as stated above.
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The Frostig subtost Eye-Motor shows a .01 level of significance 

correlation with subtest Sensory Imagery and .05 level with subtests Re

lationships and Phonetic Analysis. Frostig subteat Space Relations 

shows a .05 level of significance with only one test Sensory Imagery. 

Frostig subtest Form Constancy and Position-in-Space relate significant

ly with most of the Reading Achievement subtests. Frostig Figure-Ground 

subtest shows significant correlation of .01 with two of the Reading 

subtests and at .05 level with two other subtests of the Reading Achieve

ment Test.

The correlations of a significant level between the subtests of 

both the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests and the Reading Achievement 

Test confirmed the importance of visual perception in f i r s t  grade read

ing.

3. Hypothesis; The Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests total scores 
will show significant correlations with the Teacher Evaluation 
Ratings School Adjustment and Learning confirming the hypothe
sis that visual perceptual sk ill is important in school adjust
ment and learning.

The null hypothesis would be that correlations w ill show zero or 

negligible relationships between the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests to

ta l score and the Teacher Evaluation Ratings. The Frostig total score 

correlates at .01 level of significance with the Teacher Evaluation ra t

ings and thus the null hypothesis may be rejected.

The alternative hypothesis that the Frostig subtests will relate 

significantly with Teacher Evaluation Ratings is amply confirmed. With 

the exception of Frostig subtest Eye-Motor all the other Frostig sub

tests show a .01 level of significance with both of the Teacher Evalua

tion Ratings, exclusive of Frostig Position-in-Space, which correlates 

with Teacher Evaluation Rating School Adjustment at .05 level.
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Frostig postulated that the young school child's school adjust- 

nent and learning would be directly related to competence in visual per

ception. This would appear to be confirmed by the almost uniformly high 

relationships evidenced here.

U. Hypothesis: The PVostig Visual Perceptual Tests total scores
will shew significant correlations with the Braw-a-Figure Tests 
for kindergarten and f i r s t  grade, confirming the hypothesis that 
visual perception is important in this test of a child's mental 
maturity and readiness for reading.

The null hypothesis would be that the Frostig Visual Perceptual 

Tests total scare wil3 show zero or negligible relationship with the two 

Draw-a-Figure Tests. The null hypothesis may be rejected because the 

Frostig total scare relates at .05 level of significance with the kinder

garten Draw-a-Figure Test and at .01 level with the Draw-a-Figure Test 

for f ir s t  grade.

The alternative hypothesis appears to be confirmed since, with 

the exception of Frostig Eye-Motor the other four Frostig subtests show 

a relationship of .0 5  level of significance in a ll but one instance with 

the Draw-a-Figure Tests. Frostig subtest Form Constancy shows a correla

tion of .01 level significance with the kindergarten Draw-a-Figure Test.

The significance level of the Frostig subtests with the Draw-a- 

Figure Tests is not as high as for many of the other tests but i t  is at 

the .0 5  level, which is high enough for rejection of the null hypothesis 

and confirms the importance of visual perception in the Draw-a-Figure 

Tests of a child's mental maturity.

Hypotheses Concerning the Factor Analytic Study

The study of the factor analysis confirmed in considerable meas

ure the findings of the correlation analysis with some interesting dif

ferences .
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1. Hypothesis s The factor analysis will result in fewer factors
tnan the original 22 columns and rows.

This hypothesis was sustained since six factors were extracted.

2. Hypothesis: The factor analysis will indicate one or more unique
lactors in the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests.

No unique factors were found in which the Frostig subtests con

tributed a ll or most of the common variance of the factor, hence this hy

pothesis cannot be sustained. The nearest to a unique factor was the 

"Space Perception" Factor III , in which the two highest loadings were 

Frostig Space Relations and Position-in-Space, the next highest loading 

was for Metrop litan subtest Copying.

3. Hypo the s i s ; The factor analysis will indicate one or more fac
torial "relationships connon to one or more of the Frostig Visual 
Perceptual Tests and the subtests of the Metropolitan Readiness 
and the Reading Achievement Tests, the Teacher Evaluation Ratings 
or Draw-a-Figure Tests.

Factor HI tentatively named 1'Space Perception" factor had sig

nificant loadings with Frostig subtests Position-in-Space and Space Rela

tions and Metropolitan subtest Copying.

Factor V, "Discrimination of Embedded Figures" showed moderately 

high loadings with the Frostig subtests Figure-Ground and Eye-Mot or and 

Reading Achievement subtests Sensory Imagery and Relationships, and Metro

politan subtest Copying. These a ll  appeared to have some underlying uni

ty or cormon element.

None of the loadings were high in Factor VI, i&iich was considered 

as a possible third perceptual factor. The variables contributing to the 

common variance were: Teacher Evaluation for School Adjustment, Frostig

subteat Form Constancy, Reading Achievement subtest Emotional Reactions. 

Thus, i t  is apparent that the hypothesis was sustained, that there would 

be one or more factorial relationships common to the Frostig subtest and
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sub teats of the other tests.

General Findings

A comparison was made between the standardized noma of the Fros

tig  Visual Perceptual, the Metropolitan Readiness and Reading Achieve

ment Tests and the scores of the study group to contrast their achieve

ment with norms established with large groups of children. Scne inter

esting results were apparent.

The study group compared quite favorably with the norm of the 

Metropolitan Readiness Test, suggesting that these children would do ac

ceptably in la ter reading achievement. However, the results in the 

Reading Achievement Test showed that more than half the study group fe ll 

below the national median in their reading achievement.

The study group rated somewhat below the norms of the Frostig 

Visual Perceptual Tests; some factors of difference in population sam

ple may have contributed to this difference. An examination was made of 

Frostig's observation that children who fa ll  be lew 90 in Perceptual Quo

tient tend to encounter difficulty in reacing. The Perceptual Quotients 

in the range of 90 or less of a ll children in the study group were con

trasted with their scores on the Metropolitan Readiness and Reading 

Achievement Tests. I t  was found that of the group with Perceptual Quo

tien t of 90  or less, 8 . 1  per cent of the group (U0 ) fe ll  below the 

"Average" on the Metropolitan Readiness Tests. Seventy per cent of the 

group (U0) were below the "Average" on the Reading Achievement Test.

These results suggest that Frostig's observation may have some founda

tion and would appear to merit further investigation. I t  also appears 

to be a further confirmation of the findings noted by a number of stud

ies , reviewed earlier, that the present readiness tests do not adequate-
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ay predict later reading achievement.

Intercorrelations between the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests 

and the Metropolitan Readiness and Reading Achievement Tests, Teacher 

Evaluation Ratings and Draw-a-Figure Tests were significant, indicating 

that visual perception as measured by the Frostig Visual Perceptual 

Tests are important at both the pre-reading aid reading level. Frostig 

subtests Eye-Motor correlated least significantly with the reading tests 

and interestingly enough* showed least relationship with the Draw-a-Fi

gure Tests .

Intercorrelations of the Metropolitan Readiness and Reading 

Achievement Tests with the Teacher Evaluation Ratings in School Adjust

ment and Learning were significantly high, confirming Frostig*s observa

tion that a child's school adjustment and learning ability were closely 

related to his competence in perceptual skills as reflected in pre-read

ing and reading achievement.

Two factors tliat apoeared to be visual perceptual in nature and 

one speculatively so designated, were revealed by factor analysis. Cue 

factor seemed to be related to "Space Perception" with high loadings for 

both Frostig subtests Fosition-in-Space and Space Relations, The sec

ond was named "Discrimination of Imbedded Figures." The third specula

tive factor was Factor VI with no loadings above .1*0. The three tests 

with highest loadings appeared to suggest that the nature of the factor 

might be "Discrimination of Form."

All six factors had some low loadings on one or more of the Fros

tig Visual Perceptual Tests, indicating that, to ascertain degree, some 

elements of visual perception entered into the common variance of each 

of the factors,
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The correlations of the Metropolitan Readiness Tests xJith the 

Reading Achievement Test, Teacher Evaluation Ratings, and Draw-a-Figure 

Tests were studied for possible clues that mi$it be used as predictors 

of later learning difficulties. The three subtests showing highest in- 

teroorrelations with the Reading Achievement Test were subtests Copy

ing, Sentences and Numbers, in that order. However, study of these test 

variables in the factor analysis indicated only one of these subtests, 

Copying, had significant loadings in the "perceptual” factors. Subtests 

Sentences and Numbers both had significant loadings on the "Verbal Rela

tions" and "Verba1-Pictures discrimination factors. Without factor 

analysis, i t  miggrt have been assumed that on the basis of intercorrela

tions, these three subtests might give further in s i s t  into the nature 

of the perceptual ability used in reading. Perhaps this is a matter 

that merits further stucty-.

An item that the factor analysis appeared to point up was that 

the bulk of the test variables in the battery used in this investigation 

did not appear in the factors tiiat were designated as visual perceptual 

in nature. This would suggest that these test variables probably evalu

ate visual perception to a quite limited degree • This would seem to be 

in agreement with the findings of other studies that the Readiness Test 

used in this study does not appear to measure "perceptual readiness" ad

equately .

Thurstone suggested that the various readiness subtests for 

young children might be examples of the factor P̂  that he found in his 

studies of Mental abilities. In this investigation, this would appear 

to be true to a very limited degree. Metropolitan Readiness subtest 

Copying is the only one that shows a significant loading (above .30) in
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any of the .factors tentatively designated as visual perceptual in na

ture.

Conclusions

Frostig postulated that certain aspects or elements of visual 

perception are essential for the young school child's learning and that 

theso abilities developed at different rates. She observed that in some 

children who liave learning problems there appeared to be a lack of pro

ficiency in one or more of these abilities as compared with other chil

dren of comparable age. Tliis led to the assumption that competence in 

perception may be disturbed or slow in developing in specific abilities 

in normal children, as well as in children with some brai_n-injury. More

over, her experience indicated that these disturbances in perception 

could be corrected or improved by remedial training.

The findings in this study seem to bear out to some extent, Fros

tig ' s assurqptions: e.g .:

1. There appears to be a wide range of individual variation in per
ceptual competence at the age level studied, end of the f irs t  
grade. Two studies, reviewed earlier, suggested that this may 
be a matter of delay or immaturity of development.

2. A consensus of the literature reviewed appears to be that much 
of perceptual skill is learned; in part in the process of genet
ic development and in part by the experiences of life  that the 
child encounters. A few studies bear this out, e .g ., Townsend's 
study of children in grades one to three, indicated the progres
sive increase in recognition of form, comprehension of form and 
ability to reproduce form that occurred between ages five to 
seven (5-7) years. Frostig's Age-Equivalent Scale appears in 
agreement with th is.

If the child learns the greater part of his perceptual compe
tence then it  would seem only logical that teaching materials 
and techniques planned to improve or increase the skills in cer
tain areas might add to his facility in learning. This appa
rently can be done as Simpson's study indicated. Free tig has 
reported that improvement can be made by remedial training, in 
each of the five perceptual aspects •
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3. Thar® 3 0eras to be son® evidence that there is a ”perceptual" 

readiness necessary for reading, which the Readiness Test used 
in this study did not adequately measure. This appears con
firmed by other investigations previously reviewed.

h* Malmquist suggested another point that merits consideration.
He studied his I4.OO f irs t  graders at the end of their fourth 
grade in school and found that those whose achievement had been 
low in their f irs t grade te3ts were also uniformly s t i l l  behind 
the level of reading skills attained by the rest of their class
mates . This would suggest that without special help they had 
not been able to surmount their in itia l learning difficulties.

Perhaps if  these in itia l learnings are not achieved, the inte
gration of these necessary beginning learnings can not take 
place. The process of perception in reading is extremely com
plex; i t  is possible that the stimulus of the visual form of the 
written word is a small but important or essential part of the 
total stimulus situation.

Thus, a part of an answer to the f irs t question posed in this 

study, why do some young children encounter serious difficulty in learn

ing to read, may be, that for same reason or reasons not specified, some 

children have not developed perceptually to a sufficient degree to be 

ready for learning.

The second question, how can the school anticipate or predict 

those children who will not achieve in learning to read and will require 

help to work out these problems of learning, also appears to have an 

answer of sorts. From this investigation and other studies reviewed 

here there seems to be scsae justification for the conclusion that a pos

sible answer may be that more extensive use of tests of visual percep

tion should be made. Tliis might be done by adding other perceptual 

tests to the reading readiness tests now in use or by the use of a per

ceptual test, as the Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests. Since the indi

vidual perceptual test items as postulated by Frostig, appear to be re

lated to specific aspects of learning, i t  would seem feasible that the 

Frostig Visual Perceptual Tests be experimented with in a school testing
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program to ascertain the specific aspects of perceptual wea’aiess in each 

child' 3 learning. The assumption being that if  the specific character 

of the child's perceptual difficulty can be discovered more appropriate 

remedial training can be instituted than has been the case in the past.

There appear to be a number of possible innlications for educa

tion suggested by the findings of this and other studies of visual per

ception in the learning of young school children.

Implications for Education

1. Recognition of the need for a test that measures perceptual abil
ities in t he young school child.

If the relation of perceptual competence to reading achievement

is accented i t  would appear to have important implications for designing 

readiness tests that more accurately predict the children with problems 

in learning.

An instrument for use with young school children that can identi

fy the individual child's needs snd problems would be of great value. 

Preferably the instrument should not only 3creen, but should also indi

cate the child's perceptual strengths end weaknesses. An instrument of 

this sort in the bonds of the teacher would make i t  possible to place the 

emphasis upon prevention and early correction, r?ther tlirn later remedial 

teaching after the child has experienced failure.

2• Recognition that .perceptual skills are learned.

Perhaps the most important implication for education is, that to

a considerable degree, perceptual skills and abilities appear to be 

learned as a part of the genetic process of development as well as

through the learning experiences to which each individual is exposed. A

number of the studies cited in the revie%* of literature lend credence to 

this. Perhaps the most striking illustration is Senden's study of con
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genitally blind adults, newly-sighted following cataract operations. For 

example, only by extensive use and experience did these people appear to 

learn constancy of size and shape, judgment,of distance, etc. Gibson and 

Olum referred to Senden's study as an indication of the slow cumulative 

process by which the individual's visual system develops it3 power.

teaching of pre-reading and early reading skills take individual differ

ences in perception into account and provide learning opportunities to 

supplement the apparent deficiencies.

Further Research

The whole field of perception and perception's place in education

has changed radically in the past few years. Because of this fact and 

some of the research in children's learning there appears to be a wide 

range of areas in which more information is greatly needed in this ex

panding field of study. The present lack of developmental information 

about the young child in aspects of perception is one evidence of the 

problems awaiting investigation.

1 . ; r learning when there is dysfunc-

More information, specific and explicit, is needed on the role of

perception in early learning. Knowledge is limited about the symptoms 

and signs that are indicators of perceptual learning difficulties. I t 

has long been recognized that reading problems may be of multiple causa

tion. Perception would seem to be one of the causes but tests commonly 

used do not reveal the individual differences in perception. There are 

many questions in need of aiswers, e.g., how to differentiate between 

perceptual retardation and mental retardation; how does sensory depriva

tion of various kinds, or a poor self-image, etc. influence perceptual

If these abilities are learned, i t  would seom essential that the
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learning in the young child.

2. A larger study on the order of the present study with an experi
mental group trained in perceptual skills with selected materi
als .

A study along the lines of this present stuc '̂ with carefully 

planned design, to explore added areas, might be of value. For example, 

an experimental group and control group of children might be selected 

from both the high and low achievers in the readiness test scores • Ex

plorations of the children achieving perceptual scores below 90  might be 

included for further investigation. Use of training materials with the 

Experimental group might provide confirmation of this emphasis on "per

ceptual" teaching. A follow-up after three to four years would be of in

terest to confirm Malmquist's finding that early learning difficulties 

persist.

3. Development of teaching materials for specific perceptual prob
lems a r 1 1

There are inany facets to this aspect of study. Development of 

teaching materials and teaching techniques might be explored in many ways. 

There is considerable material of a perceptual nature scattered among 

present prepared teaching aids• To the teacher who recognizee perceptual 

problems they could be adapted or strengthened to give emphasis in areas 

where needed.

The highly specific problems of perceptual and mental retardation, 

of onotionally disturbed children, children with visual and auditory per

ceptual d isab ilities, combined, e tc ., a ll are individual problems and re

quire their own special materials• For example, Kephart reported that 

mentally retarded children appeared to require much more emphasis on form 

constancy, and that many more cues, guide lines and directions were re

quired than for children without some perceptual problems.
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U. A stu<fr~ of a comparison of unusual teaching techniques being ex
perimented with, In this fie id, at the present tine .

There are a number of rather unusual teaching methods being ex

perimented with at the present time. These techniques are reported as 

being highly specific for children with perceptual learning problems.

The basis for each of these is stress on the motor component of learn

ing. Some stucjy of these methods, as of Kephart, Get man, Delacato, and 

others may be of interest to determine what, if  any, contribution they 

make to these problems of learning.
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Date. Sheet for Information from C A 39 and Tests 

Name___________________________________________________ Sex_____ Age_____ 3.E.
Education of Mother_
Education of Father_
Occupation of Mother 
Occupation of Father 
Birthplace of Mother 
Birthplace of Father 
Language in Home_____

Number Older Number Younger
Number of Children in Family  Boys Cirls~  • Boys Girls"

Race: White Negro Other_____ Religion

*Snellen Eye Check Hearing

-handedness Eye Foot  _________________

Has Child been retained at any level__

Metropolitan Readiness Test Data:

Good enough Draw-a -Figure Age Level 
Word Meaning 
Sentence a

Information 
Matching 

Numbers 
Copying

Total-
Rating

Achievement Test End of Grade 1 A (New Basic Reading Test, Scott Fores- 
man):

Interpretation
Sentence Meaning 
Sensory Imagery 
Relationships 
Emotional Reactions

Total

Word Perception 
Visual Scrutiny 
Phonetic Analysis 
Structural Analysis-Waning

Total

National Descent 
National Descent

Total_
Rating
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In structionsWill you please appraise your IA children on the follow
ing itemss Progress in Learning and Adjustment in the Classroom. In 
order to do this will you please select the child you feel Is best in 
the area being considered, place his name at the top of the right-hand 
side of the page and cross off his name on the left-hand side. The 
child who is least able or adjusted place at the bottom of the right- 
hand side of the page and cross off his name at the right. Proceed in 
this fashion until you feel you can no longer discriminate any child 
from the "average" of the group.

I. Hjr Progress in Learning, we mean the child who appears to be getting 
fclong Teiy well, has lit t le  or no trouble in understanding the required 
work and does i t  easily, or, — the child who seems unable to under
stand or do the work expected of the class, never able to keep up with 
the group, in short, who seems not to be learning.
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I I . By Adjustment in the Classroom, we mean the child who—though he 
may be very act ire—can cooperate, can participate in the class activi
ties, can recognize limits set for the group, or, — the child who seems 
always a behavior problem, rarely ever quite in tune with the class or 
group activities, often is iyperactive and distractible.



Age Code Groupe
0-3 -  3j y rs . 6-6  -  6§ y r s .
l"3ih- U y rs . 7-6^- 7 y rs .
2-U -  UJ y r s . 8-7 -  7^ y r s .

5 y rs . 9-7^- 8 y rs .
U-5  -  y r s . 10-8 -  8^ y r s .

6 y rs . 11-8-5-  9 y rs .
12*9 plus y rs .

Nans Code -  f i r s t  three l e t 
te rs  of le s t  name followed by 
f i r s t  two of f i r s t  name,
i . e . ,  John Smith ■ SHI -  JO

FROSTIG DATA GATHERING SHEET

1. Name..............................................................

2. Hams Cods  .....................................

3. B irth Date.........................................
U. Age.................................................................

9* Age Coda  .............................
6. I.Q.................................................................

7. Social Adjustment...........................
8. Reading Achievement  ..........

9. Medical Diagnosis i f  A vailable,.

10. Diagnosing R ysic ian  and Agency, 

X ......................................................................................

Subtests I 33 I I I IV V

Saw Scores

Age Equivalents Total

Scaled Scores

Perceptual Quotient

n i

m
Total
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Code Manual

(1) 001 
(2 ) 002  
(3)

(U)

(6 )

(7)

-0)
•1)

— 2 )

- 5 )

~0)
- 1 )
—2 )
- 3 )
-U)
—5)
- 6 )
—7)
—8)
—9)

— 0 )  
— 1)

Item;
Stucfy

Identifies* Group

Item; Pilot 21

(Rest of subjects)

Item; Schools
A
B
C
D
B
F
Pilot Group (21)

Item: Age of Child

6-0 to 6-2
6-3 6-5
6-6 6-8
6-9 6-11
7-0 7-2
7-3 7-5
7-6 7-8
7-9 7-11
8-0 8-2
8-3

Item: Sex of Child
Male
Female

Item: Race
White
Negro

Item: Snellen Eye Test
Within Normal Range
Referral

Item: Hearing
Within Normal Range
Referral

Item: Handedness
Right
Left
Mixed

Item; Eyedness
Study
Group

( 12) — 0 ) 
- 1 ) 
—3)

(13) —0)
001)

(1JO

(15)

( 16)

— o) 
— l )  
- 2 ) 
— 3)

— 0) 
- 1 ) — 2 ) 
— 3) 
~4i) 
—5) 
—6 ) 
—7)

Right
Left
Mixed

Item; Footectneas
Right
Left

Item; Length of Time 
in School 
U semesters
5 semesters
6 semesters
more than 6 semesters

Draw-a-Fig. ,Raw 
Kindsrgarten

Item:
Score,

6-7
8-9
10-11
12-13
Hi-15
16-17
16

Item; Draw-a-Figure,

—o) U-0 U-3
- 1 ) h -6 U-9
—2) 5-0 5-3
—3) 5-6 5-9
--h) 6-0 6-3
- 5 ) 6—6 6-9
- ^ ) 7-0 7-3
—7) 7-6

Item; Draw-a-Figure, 
Raw Score. Grade IA

(17) ~ 0 )  ST?---------- -------------------
— 1) 10-11 
—2) 12-13
—3) Ui-15
—10 16-17
—5) 18-19
— 6 ) 20-21 
—7) 22-23
—8 ) 2U-25
—9) 26
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Code M a n u a l-C o n tin u ed

C o l .
TT5)

( 2 0 )

Item: Draw-a-Fig., Study Item: Metro.R.R. Study
Code•w— Mental Age,Gr.XA Group Col. Code Test, Inf. (lli.) Group
—0) 5-0 to 5-3 T2?) --0) 1-2
—1) 5-6 5-9 —1) 3-1*
—2) 6-0 6-3 —2) 5-6
—3) 6-6 6-9 —3) 7-6
-Wi) 7-0 7-3 --!*) 9-10
—5) 7-6 7-9 —5) 11-12
- 6 ) 8-0 8-3 —6) 13-H*
—7) 8-6 8-9
—8) 9-0 9-3 Item: Metro.R.R.
—9) 9-6 Test,Match. (2l*)

(23) —0 ) r -3
Item: Metro. R.R. ~ D U-6
Test. Total (106) -—2) 7-9

—0) U0-ii6 --3) 10-12
001) 1*7-53 —1*) 13-15
—2) 5U-61 —5) 16-18
—3) 6 2 -6 8 —6) 19-21
—4*) 69-75 —7) 22-21*
—5) 76-82
- 6 ) 83-89 Item: Metro .R.R.
—7) 90-97 Test, Nums. (21*)
—6) 98 (21*) —0) 1-5

~c) 
—1) — 2) 
—3) 
-4*)
—5)
~ 6)
—7)

(2D —o;

— 2 )
- 3 )
~ 4*)
- 5 )
—6)

Item: Metro. R.R.
Test,Word Mean.(20)
0-7
8-9 
10-11
12-13 
U*-15 
16-17 
18-19 
20

Item: Mtro. R.R.
Test,Sentences (lit)
1-2  
3-1*
5-6
7-6
9-10 
11-12
13-11*

—1) l*-6 
—2) 7-9
—3) 10-12
—1*) 13-15 
—5) 16-18 
—6 ) 19-21  
—7) 22-21*

(25) —0) 
—1 )

Item: Metro .R.R. 
Test,Copy. (10)

— 2 )
—3)
—U)
—5)
—6 )
—7) 8 
—8) 9
—9) 10

2
3
1*
5
6 
7
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Code M anual—-C ontinued

Col. Code
Item: Read .Achieve. 
Test, Total (70)

Stucfy
Group Col. Code

Item: Read*Ach.> Stucfy 
Emo. Reac. (10) Group

725) ■37 19-25 730) n o y 1
—a) 26-32 —1 ) 2
—2) 33-39 —2 ) 3
—3) U0-U6 —3 ) it
- J 4 ) lt7-53 - it) 5
—*) 52t-59 —5) 6
-6 ) 60-67 --6) 7
—7) 68-75 —7) 8

—6) 9
Item: Read .Achieve. —9) 10
Sen. Meaning (10)

(27) —0) I Item: Read. Ach*.
—1) 2 Vis.Scrutiny (10)
—2) 3 (31) —0) 1
—3) it —1) 2
- U ) 5 —2) 3
—5) 6 —3) it
- 6 ) 7 —it) 5
—7) 8 —5) 6
—*8) 9 —6) 7
—9) 10 —7) 8

—8) 9
Item: Read .Achieve. —9) 10
Sen. Imagery (10)

(28 ) —0) 1 Item: Read. Ach.,
—1) 2 Phonetic Anal.(10)
—2) 3 (32) —0 ) 1
—3) it —1) 2
—it) 5 —2) 3
—5) 6 -3 ) U
—6) 7 - i t ) S
—7) 8 —5) 6
—8) 9 - 6 ) 7
—9) 10 —7) 8

- -8 ) 9
Item: Read .Achieve • —9) 10
Relationships (10)

(29) —0) 1 Item: Read. Ach.,
—1) 2 Struct .Analy. (10)
—2) 3 (33) —0) 1
- 3 ) U -1 ) 2
-Jt) 5 —2) 3
—5) 6 —3) it
—6) 7 - i t ) 5
—7) 8 —5) 6
—6) 9 -6 ) 7
—9) 10 —7) 8

—8) 9
—9) 10
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Code M an u al--C on tinu ed

(35)

(36) ~0) 
—1) 
— 2 
—3
—h )  
—5) 
—6 ) 
—7)
—8)

5 :

(38) "0 )
—1) 
—2 ) 
—3)

—5)
—6)

Item: Tchr. Eval. Study 
School Adjustment Group Col. Code

Item: Frostig,Form Stut̂ y 
CoiuRJS.(17)(R.O-13) Group

Low T39) ^oT 6
Medium —1) 1-2
High —2)

-3 )
3-U
5-6

Item: Tchr, Eral. --ii) 7-8
Learning k -5 ) 9-10
Low -6 ) 11-12
Medium
High

Item: Frostig, Tot,

—7) 13

Item: Fros,Po 
Sp.,Raw Sc, (8)

Raw Sc.(Range 12-56) (UO) —0)
12 "1 ) 2
17-21 —2) 3
2 2 -2 6 —3) U
27-31 -4 ) 5
32-36 —5) 6
37-iil --6) 7
U2-U6
U7-51
52-56

—7) 8

Item: Frostig,Sp. 
Reis.Raw Sc, (8)

Item: FVostig, Efcre- (Ul) —0 ) <5~ .............
Mot,RawSc. (30) -1 ) 1
(Range 5-26) —2) 2
5-? —3) 3
8-10 --U) a
11-13 —5) 5
lii-16 -6 ) 6
17-19 —7) 7
20-22
23-25
26

(U2)

—8) 8

Item: Fros tig,Eye- 
Mot, Age EquiTal,

Item: Frostig, Fig.- --0) U—0 to u—3
Gr., Raw Sc, (10) - 1 ) U-6 a-9
1 .......... ’ —2) 5-0 5-3
2 —3) 5-6 5-9
3 -JO 6-3 6-6
U - 5 ) 7-0 7-6
5 --6) 8-0 8-6
6 —7) 9-0 9-6
7 —8) 10

—O 9 — 9) 10
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Code Manila 1—

Item: Frostig,Fig.- Study 
Col. Code grd., Age EquiTal. Group 
(U3) *357 3—0

—1) 3-6
—■2) U-9 
—3) $-3  
—4 0  5—6 

5) 6-0 
—6 ) 6 -9  
—7) 7-9
—8) 9-9
—9) 10

(Hi)

CU6)

Item: Farm Const.,

—° ) 2 -9
- 1 ) 3-3 to  3 -9
—2) U-3 U-9
—3) 5-3  5-9
- 4 0 6 -3  7-9
—5 ) 8-3 9-9
- - 6 ) 10

Item: F rostig , Po-
in -S p ., Age EquiT.

~ 0 ) u-o
—l ) U-6
—2) 5-0
— 3) 5-6

6-3
— 5) 7-9
—6 ) 10

Item: Frostig,Space
Rela. ,Age EquiTal •

- - 0 ) U—0
—1) U-9
—2) 5-3
— 3) 5-6
- w 6-0
—5) 6-9
—6) 7-6
— 7) 9-6
—e) 10

■Continued
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FOR CONVERTING RAW SCORES INTO AGE EQUIVALENTS

Second preliminary standardization of the Marianne Frostig Developmental 
Test of Visual Perception on 700 unselected school children at the nurs
ery school, kindergarten, f irs t ,  second, and third grade levels.

---------------------3BS---------------3uE-------------3uE-------------SEE-------------55E--------------------------------
Raw Test I Test II Test HI Test IV Test V Raw

Score yr - mo. yr - mo. yr - mo. yr - mo. yr - mo. Score

3 - ----2 ------9-------2 -  9 h -  0 --------------------0

n 3 -  9 u - o £ - i  2
r ^ j  i n r - 5  i r r n s  3

0------—2 _ 9—-—
1 3 — 0
2 3 — 3 1
3 3 - 6 ]
k-------3 - 9---------]
9 U - 1
6 h _ 3
7 h _ 6
8— — ' _ 9— —
9 —“3

10 $ 3
11 r - ~Z
12------—5 — U-~—
13 6 •
Hi 6
l£ 7 _ "75
16-— —7 _ "3---------
17 8 _ “3
18 8" T
19 9 — "3
20------- 9 ”5---------
21* 10+

6 - 9  5
7 - 6  6
9 - 6  7

-10+----------------------8
9

10
11

Note: Probable error in underlined equivalents is believed to be
about three months..

Standardization: August, 1961.
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•BX®H*ds 2p^soOj

•atfe-tns.-oj 2Rsoa.ii 

•txoo’a o j  3-pq.eoa.j

•q.ow-®A& S f^ so a ^

• uaeorj* A3» noj,

PV xios* T«A3 * HOJ. 

pwy ̂ tuq.s* h

• patty oiu* qoy H 

•'j.twog- STA*^V*H

• cm®u» owg* qoy  h 

•U oT :q .B X 8H *xpyH

• SbuiI* uag • q o y  h

• treew* u»s* qoy • ̂

3trrjCdoo*oa^fin 

saGqumjj* oaq.aw 

Strpqo^HW oa^®w 

* « u o  jir[* oaq.oH 

aaatw^uas* oa^e^i 

•ueew paofl’oa^aH 

•3-fJ-B-HBaa’VI 

oanSi j-B-MBaa* 31
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OV\\04^0 0HC\vOnOv(nxQ • • • * • • •  
Jf-HHO rH cO HcOJO 1-0,00 >25nCM W<̂ rl rl n-7'O J- '̂O w • • • * • • •
O\HO\0n'O WO\n(KJOQh • • • • • • • •lACMVÔ -nCJnOHNHOK
ojcmcmcmcm'v\cti <h vo ca ca i_r\ no • * • • • • • •
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT

Namei Ruth Hamilton Sprague.

Births September 9, 1900; Crete, Nebraska.

Educations High School, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1917; Registered Nurse, Green 
Gables Sanatorium, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1922; Bachelor of Science 
in Public Health Nursing, University of Minnesota, 19U3; Physical 
Therapy, Graduate School, Harvard Medical School, 19bh} Master of 
Riblic Health with Major in Public Health and Psychology, Univer
sity of Minnesota, 19U7; Master of Education in Vocational Coun
seling md Special Education, College of Education, Wayne State 
University, 1957*

Professional Experience s Taught in rural schools in Cherry County, Ne- 
hraska (grades 1-8), 1917-1919; Staff Nurse and Private Duty 
Nurse, eight months, 1922; Staff Nurse, Visiting Nurse Associa
tion, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1923-192$; Director of Nurses 
Training Schools for 1$ years, Mission Hospitals, Ambala and 
Fatehgaih, India, under the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mis
sions, 1925-L9U1; while on leave, four months at Spotted Island 
Summer Station of Grenfell Mission on the Labrador, 193$; Staff 
Nurse at Ganado Mission Hospital, Navajo Reservation, Presbyteri
an Board of Home Missions, Ganado, New Mexico, six months, 1935- 
1936; Orthopedic Nursing Consultant, Wayne County Health Depart
ment, Eloise, Michigan, eight years, 19li7-1955; fly'sical Thera
pist in Special Education Programs, Ecorse and Allen Park, Michi
gan Public Schools, eight years, 1955 - present; Special Instruc
tor, Special Education, Eastern Michigan University, Summer,
19$8; Special Instructor in Special Education, Vfeyne State Uni
versity, Spring, 1962 and Summer Session, 1963.

Military Service» flysical Therapist with U. S. Amy General Hospitals 
in England and Occupation Germany, two and one-half years, 19UU- 
191*6.

Recognitions: Member of “Court of Honor” (for students in top tenth of
class) and “With Honors” with Bachelor of Science degree, Univer
sity  of Minnesota, 19U3; Scholarship from American fliysioal Ther
apy Association, 191*1** given to students with high standing; 
listed in Womens' Who's Who, I960.

Professional Membership 1 Fellow, American Public Health Association;
Member, American Physical Therapy Association; Member, Council 
far Exceptional Children; Member, Michigan Education Association; 
Member, National Educational Association.
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